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L. Ward Abel
For the First Time Never
Old Mt. Carmel Road its cross diminished
its wires demarking overgrown openness with
scrub bradfords, poison ivy former grass now
ragged hay, displays many times many seasons.
I’m on another slow truck ride with Daddy
who, approaching ninety from every point,
remarks on each patch or boulder or house
however modest or old gin or feedstore as if
for the first time but again.
East to Concord we move over shoals where
railroads used to go. The bridge piles stay
as if there’s need for proof. The Flint’s low
from baking too; the trickles of August,
he and I never find a meeting place.
Taking Eighteen
to and through Lamar County
and the ruins at Holmes Street and the B. Lloyd’s
building, we notice disheveled thirsty dying
hanging flowers wired all along the highway.
The countryside is loop-recurrent is landscapes
from a broken photographic plate like the last
image of Lincoln with his permanent wound.
And Orchard Hill where Aunt Carolyn’s father
was killed crossing the tracks.
There up Old Fortyone I wondered what business
would bring someone to die here. And I thought
about short-lived machines, and how they'll
always let us down, metal or membrane.
The circle closes as we re-cross Line Creek
a narrower bridge to my father
like the ride never happened
from here on and always.
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Geoff Balme
Glory
“Glory! Look what I caught!” Pepe yelled as he ran up the small hillock, hopping about, scattering the gulls. When he reached Glory he
began kissing the gasping face of a truly ugly black fish he'd just
pulled up onto the rock he was fishing from.

Glory stumbled back, making distance from the monstrosity being
shoved at her, back from her collecting of beach-rose hips, which
they all called “apples.”
“Monkey?!” she cried out in surprise, spitting out half of a chewed
rose hip. The fish was the size of a child, weirdly flattened, and had
too many teeth in its wide mouth. Glory held her breath, she didn't
want to know what the hideous monster Pepe was so excited about
was, and was shocked with his kissing it.
“Frog?” she sputtered like a sneeze, and then she clapped a jittery
mitten-clad hand—mittens worn to protect from the rose prickers—
over her round mouth again as Pepe turned the fish to look—so it
seemed to Glory—directly at her. Its shining goggle eyes, and vast
mouth seemed to want to swallow her, she screamed.
“Get it away!”
Pepe stopped his excited fidgeting and gave Glory a grave look. “‘at
look like a monkey? ... You kids, you don’t know nothin’.” He
hooked his hand in the gill and let the ample fish dangle from his
arm. It twisted awfully, slimy black tail curling in the sunlight.
“Oh, no!” Glory fled the hillock, leaving the apples behind. Pepe
watched her gangly run down the dune with the deflated look of a
serially losing coach. She was getting big.
“Ya don't know nuthin... ” He started yelling after her, “you'll never
amount to nuthin, not scientists, not engineers, not artists!
Nuthin! ...”
As she reached the beach, Glory began twisting one of her ears and
pretending it was a tremendous pain to have her ear used in such a
way by Pepe. She wrinkled her nose and cried in a kind of pantomime of despair. The rant in her ear. Please, no more.
Pepe was red-faced from shouting after her, but wasn't quite finished,
“Frog, you say? You think I'm out here catching frogs? ... Frogs and
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monkeys? C'mon, think a minute!”
Finally, Glory out of range, he trudged back to his sticks and string,
back to smashing those nasty blue-black mussels with a rock, putting
them on a hook, lowering them into the surf. No one gave a goodgoddamned about what Pepe was doing—except the gulls who patiently observed him from a respectable distance.
When Pepe was in a better mood, he often told them about the “olden
days” he remembered. The days when they grew the food: watermelons, tomatoes, cabbages, something called basil, and lots of other
things Glory could not remember the names of. He said he could remember turning over the soil, planting the seeds. He told them about
the smell of fertilizer. He was often showing the kids the soil. “This is
good soil!” he'd say, pointing at it. The kids would nod, look around,
kick at the ground a bit. What he hell does “good soil” mean? He also
reminisced about catching fish, his eyes shining as they sat around the
campfire, but those fish had been different, sleeker, taller, silverysided, man-sized—Pepe would stretch his arms completely out. These
were the fish his father knew how to find. The mysterious personage
of a father-of-Pepe boggled Glory's mind. It was often the last thought
she had before falling asleep, picturing Pepe's father, some sort mythic
ancient creature. Pepe told them something else too, about dogs and
cats, and how in those olden days, sometimes a dog or cat would get
lost and people would look for it. They'd hang pictures of the lost pet,
ask if anyone had seen it, and sometimes, these lost dogs and cats
would find their families again.
Glory could no longer remember when she had first seen Pepe, could
no longer remember where she had been when he found her, picked
her up, carried her. It seemed to her that Pepe and Nolan and now
even most of the others had always been around her. If she concentrated really hard she could almost see something she couldn't quite recall, from before, but it was too hard to focus. There may have been a
kitchen she sat in, a mother she had cried to, but remembering was
like trying to count the eels in a bucket when Pepe would scoop them
with his net. They moved so fast, so wiggly, so alike. And there had
been fire. Fire was her clearest and oldest memory.
Pepe taught her rules. Most importantly, do not talk to strangers,
strangers made people disappear, especially soldiers. So they would
run and hide from strangers. He also taught her to not let the boys
sleep with her.
Pepe tried to teach some of the bigger kids to fight a bit, taught them
to swing sticks, and how to use the pocket knives they'd found, but
Glory was not allowed to take part in that.
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The strangers, of course, had guns.
Mounds of runny slum-bullion were dished out of a bucket onto makeshift plates—hubcaps and shingles. No one asked what was in it, all
hoped it wasn't those terrible mussels. It seemed tremendously unfair
that the easily collected animals were always the worst slime imaginable. But there was fish in the stew today. Glory sat with the others and
watched the darkening horizon. The light show was spectacular, some
nights better than others. Tonight there were lots of flashes and smoke
plumes. It was a powerfully mesmerizing effect, holding all their shining faces until they slept.

“Why come we can’t hear it?” Glory asked, slipping into her most
comfortable voice.
“Cause it's too far away,” Nolan answered.
“So why come we can we see it?” she asked, rubbing her nose.
“Because it's not far enough away.”
Glory nodded, imagining understanding. She knew she'd be smart like
Nolan one day. She'd know stuff, too. Sometimes she tried to imitate
Nolan's brow. His was always knotted, and Glory supposed this meant
something.
Later that night, as it cooled down, Glory pushed into Nolan's tent, a
bit of cloth stretched over a branch wedged into the beach sand. She
worked herself feet-first into his blanket, and wrapped herself around
Nolan from behind. She knew he didn't like this, and that Pepe would
be mad, but she couldn't help it. She didn't like to be alone at night,
even after the horizon calmed down, after the flashes and muffled
thunder stopped, and even after the whimpering of the littlest ones.
Glory practiced saying the new knowledge Nolan taught her. Too far
to hear, but not too far to see. We can see farther than we can hear.
She hoped someone—one of the younger kids perhaps—would ask
her so she could say it.
“Oh, not again, Monkey,” Nolan hissed at her as she woke him, using
the name for her she did not like.
“Do you think they sing songs?” Glory asked, resting her head on his
bare shoulder, once he calmed down, accepted her there under his
sandy blanket, and pressing her cold feet against his calves.
“No, they are damned bad people, they don't have songs, just guns,”
he muttered sleepily, “Monkey.”
Glory smiled, perfect eyebrows arching over her large dark eyes. Her
dark curly hair needed brushing out. She burped softly and was sure
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the stew meat was that horrible thing Pepe had pulled from the sea.
That horrible face gripped her, its bug eyes staring at her, its things
flaring like wings. Had they eaten that? It was too horrible to accept.
She had had a flash in her head, she had decided that it would eat her,
the same way the sea with all its limitless creatures would, if she were
not careful. And Pepe kissed it, like he expected it to turn into something better, just like in that story. Where had that story come from?
The next day there was a lot of mess on the beach, the new moon tides
had distributed much of the previous night's battle and deposited some
of it near the little camp of refugees.
Here and there were bodies. Flies and small green crabs had already
found them. The bodies were always in the most uncomfortable positions, always half buried in the sand, arms and legs oddly arranged.
The kids studied them carefully, the tougher ones got much closer.
Pepe had told them that the dead don't miss comfort, but the stares he
got from the kids stopped him explaining it further. Gulls flapped
overhead waiting their turn, having been chased off by the older boys.
“More soldiers?” Glory leaned close to Pepe, this was the first time
she'd come so close.
“Of course they are, you fool, or, leastwise… were.” But there were
times when it had been civilians on the beach as well, but Pepe didn't
want to reminisce about that, didn't see the point in it.
“Are they ours?” asked another young boy who was called Dimple.
Pepe chuckled mirthlessly, he could have said, “There's no such thing
as ours.” He'd said that before, but instead he just said “Yeah,” with a
sigh. He dropped to his knees and closing the corpse's eyes with a little prayer and gesticulation, began rummaging the pockets. Objects
were passed around the group, the little ones collected the coins, and
fought over the best ones. “That's a lighter, hang on to that.”
Glory held on to a picture, already passed around the small hands. A
picture of a pretty woman, very pale, blue eyes. The woman smiled a
sad smile. Glory stacked it with a growing package of paper also
handed to her from Pepe's rifling, his hands moving almost frantically.
Then up and on to the next one.
Glory studied the pile of papers as they moved, it was a pile of letters
tied up, all indecipherable and smudged, but fascinating nonetheless,
the stamps, the hand-writing, the little hearts, kid's drawings, maps,
clippings from color magazines, cards and so on. She maintained a
collection.
“Are they good guys?” Nolan asked Pepe.
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“Yeah, these were good guys,” Pepe said with another sigh.
“How can you tell?” Nolan asked.
Pepe stared at Nolan, a growth spurt on this kid. Pepe's authority no
longer enough, Nolan wants knowledge. Pepe grinned, pointed at a
star sewn into the shoulder of the man's uniform, “You see that star?
That means he's a good guy.” Pepe spat on the sand.
Glory also had a revelation this morning; it was the first time she'd
understood clearly that her conduit to another world was coming from
the pockets of these soldiers. As she studied the package a small picture of three children, all as white as the gulls with hair the color of
the sun found its way to her hand. They had children too. “Look!” she
shoved the picture at Nolan who was busy in the dead soldier's pockets.
“What?” Nolan was used to Glory never having anything of interest in
her hands.
“Look, kids!” Glory smiled, her discovery somehow expanded.
“They're beautiful!”

Pepe looked up as he pocketed soldier's doses of amphetamines, his
favorite find next to cigarettes, “Lemme see that.”
Glory pushed to the other side of the group avoiding the pile of seaweed unwound from the body, pushed the picture into Pepe's
scrunched face.
“Hmm.” He said.
“They're beautiful,” Glory said again reverently.
“They're kids, just kids,” Pepe felt uncomfortable about Glory's sudden discovery, this job was much easier when the children could be
convinced that these were just things—junk on a beach, but it wasn't
possible anymore. They were getting older, smarter. He chided himself for not keeping Glory out of it, for not filtering the photographs
out of the paper she liked to collect. “Ah me,” he sighed. I'm doing my
best, Poppa.
Glory was having an unusual morning of discovery as she squeezed
the letters and studied the pictures, and now she could not help noticing how dirty her nails were, and how brown her skin compared to the
bodies. She folded all the materials up and later established them with
her collection rolled in her blanket.
“They're just kids, Glory, there's kids everywhere.”
“Is this their daddy?” she pointed at the drowned man, a touch of
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something rising in her voice.
Pepe didn't know how to disentangle this, all the boys were looking at
him now too. W as this a daddy?
“Yes. Probably. I don't know!” he stammered and then groaned to his
feet. “C'mon!” The good thing was nearly everyone had canteens after
this round of scavenging.
“Goddamnit,” Pepe said after crumpling a third sodden package of
cigarettes he'd studied carefully. Though there were a few he managed
to scavenge. He lined the pickled cigarettes on a log near his tent in
the sun. He waited intently for those smokes all day. He also longed
for pain-killers, even aspirin, but, of course, he hadn't seen any aside
from what he could scavenge off the occasional dead in years.
That night there was a scare. A patrol swung to their beach on a large
machine. They played their powerful search light over the debris. The
roar of the motors guttural and chugging. Everyone had to stay very
quiet and not look. Pepe said they could see their eyes with the light.
Glory tried to imagine this, imagined something like the shiny shards
of mirror the boys collected to flash at one another. Then the machine
stuffed itself up onto the beach and men jumped off, nervous men
with a lot of gear, and guns. There were always plenty of guns sticking out everywhere. The men kicked at things, and dragged the bodies
around. They laughed as they searched the weed wrapped debris.
Again Glory was surprised and she turned to Nolan, “What are they
laughing about?”
“Shut up!” He hushed her, and pushed her head roughly down into the
sand.
“Ow!” she cried as Nolan did his best to silence her. He kept her head
down a few seconds until she began sobbing softly into the sand and
spitting.
After what seemed an interminable amount of time—even the little
ones made barely a peep—the men appeared satisfied with their looking over the beach. The machine was shoved back off the sand and the
men clambered aboard, fired the engines and turned the boat around.
Again the men could be heard joking and laughing. The children
watched the craft motor far into the darkness before Pepe let them
move again.
Just more kids, Pepe thought to himself, afraid of the dark.
When the sun rose, a few hours later, Pepe rounded up all the kids and
made them pack everything, which for most of them meant rolling
everything into the blankets. It was time to move.
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Glory was disappointed as she was finally getting used to chewing on
the beach-rose “apples”.
“Will there be apples where we are going?” She asked Pepe.
Pepe stared at her for a moment, “What?”
“Will there be any apples where we are going? The little kids—,” she
looked around them, taking in the small ones, “they love apples.”
Pepe softened, Glory had never before distinguished the little ones,
never before seemed to realize she wasn't one of them. “I don't
know—I don't know.” He moved a small bit of grass in his mouth,
which he chewed compulsively. Only two of the cigarettes had burned
at all well and he'd chain smoked them despondently.
Finally, the entire group was ready. With the sun fully above the horizon and not a cloud in the sky, they began to find their way down the
beach.
First, the older kids surged forward, exploring and claiming everything
they found, then, they waited for the rest of the group to arrive, and
then, they surged forward again, competing with one another for speed
and items. The entire party moving like a worm down the coast.
Pepe had already split up two fights that morning. It was going to be a
long day. Glory watched him as he shepherded, making sure the smallest ones were attached to bigger ones. Glory kept her hand in his, and
noticed he was staring at her feet, bare, dirty and sunburned.
“I hoped ta find ya some shoes by now,” he said with a strange pained
look on his face.
Glory smiled at him, why did he seem so sad? Hardly anyone had
shoes. Glory could not remember ever having shoes. Pepe had tried to
make her some from a tire, but they weren't any good.
“I don't need any shoes,” she chirped at him with a wan smile and a
shrug.
“I'm gonna get you some shoes. You're a girl, girls have shoes. You're
not a baby anymore,” Pepe said matter-of-factly, and squeezed her
bony hand a bit too tightly. He fought a lump of shame for not being
able to find enough for these kids, especially Glory, to eat. “You don't
understand, you kids don't understand nuthin'.”
Glory looked down at her feet marching in the sand, her face a frown.
She suddenly wanted to run, to jump on Nolan, to do anything but be
here with sad Pepe telling her about shoes and girls.

“We're going to do more, I'm going to teach you how to read them
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letters,” Pepe smiled at Glory.

“Read the words?”
His shame rose. He'd been an impatient and terribly inconsistent
teacher, there were selfish times when he'd fantasized ditching all
these little charges, leaving them for the soldiers to find, and who was
to say that that would be worse? Who put him in charge anyway? Pepe sucked at his grass stem. A h me. Poppa? W hat would you do?
“Yeah, read the words,” he said finally, and this cheered both of them
up. But they had to keep moving, and it was a long time before they
could rest.
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LS Bassen
That Is The Question
I
Mid-May in Berkeley, after his graduation, Joey asked his older
sister, “Marwa, what happened in Mecca?”
Marwa sidestepped. Joey knew her expressions and was not deceived
by rising brows nor the widening Nefertiti eyes she had always used
to communicate her teasing approval of him. He also knew her synesthesia caused her to see things differently but not unreliably. What
color was his question to her?
“Funny you should ask, Joey,” Marwa said. “Only this morning, I
read that the world's largest hotel is being built in Mecca. The A braj
Kudai will have twelve towers, forty-five floors and 10,000 bedrooms, seventy restaurants, a shopping center, and helicopter pads.
Five floors for the royal Saudis. 3.5 billion dollars, and completion in
2017. Another edifice to eclipse the Grand Mosque. People are praying in the wrong direction because they don't know which way the
mosque is any more. The house of Khadijah has been turned into a
block of toilets.” His question was Crayola Vivid Tangerine.
Joey stopped walking. He took Marwa's hand and said, “You never
let go of mine that whole day.”
He meant Sept. 11th, when he was in third grade nearby her high
school that shook when the planes hit the Towers. At twenty-two, he
now was at least six inches taller than her 5'8". She had to look up to
him.
“Ummee's repatriated to Alexandria,” Joey said. “Dad can’t leave his
‘Mansion of the Sistrum’ concert in New York. You're the only one
here. I was in China last summer, and now I'm going back, but you
never did. So I need to know what happened when you went to Mecca.”

Marwa recited from the libretto of the symphony their father had
composed at Julliard, being performed at Lincoln Center this same
weekend in May.
“I am Praise; I am Majesty; I am Bat with Her Two Faces; I am the
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One Who Is Saved, and I have saved myself from all things evil.” She
lifted his hand to her lips and kissed Joey's palm, but she didn't answer.
Nine years older than her brother, Marwa had preceded him at Manhattan's magnet Stuveysant High School. Both of them had demurred
their father's generous offers for college money, preferring scholarships and loans which they quickly received. In 2005, before her last
year as a Presidential Scholar at Fordham in the Bronx, before that
summer's elite placement in Mecca when she was twenty-one, Marwa
had become aware of being a pawn when she met with her advisor in
a Fordham office. It was a Blue-Violet memory.
In early March, her advisor scheduled a meeting about Marwa's summer and senior year plans. Crossing the campus on a windy March
day, Marwa saw crocus poking through cold-crusted earth. Blackened
heaps of snow were shrinking. She could feel softer threads of Spring
in the cold sheets of air tossed and spread about the college grounds.
At her advisor’s office door, Marwa tapped politely. A woman’s low
voice replied musically, “Entrez!”
Madame Professor Erisa Toto looked up from her crowded desk.
Above were bookshelves Marwa worried might one day collapse and
knock the woman senseless. Prof. Toto never stood to welcome students; she was over six feet tall and very thin. On another wall, cattycornered with a window, were arranged African masks from Burundi
where the professor had family.
“Ah, Mam’selle al-Hal, bienvenue, asseyez-vous,” Prof. Toto said.
Marwa sat down and from her backpack removed her Prez Folder.
“02, ’03, you plan to return to Alexandria for a third summer, coming
up?” the professor said.
“I will be in Alexandria for my brother’s wedding in July, but I hope
to go to Mecca before—and after, with your help,” Marwa said.
“There’s a high school in Mecca. Meccans see themselves as an antidote to extremism; if I could work there, maybe science and Latin, the
U.S. Constitution. They’ve got this program for gifted students—
Mawhiba—my mother's cousin in Jeddah is a teacher in it, she recommended—”
Prof. Toto raised an already arched eyebrow. “But you wanted work
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at the New Library in Alexandria.”
“I did.”
Prof. Toto pursed her dark, glossed lips. “I see.” She hesitated, then,
“There is interest in your plans. The Alexandrian Library is encouraged. There is a fellowship for you.”
Marwa frowned.
“When we were all arrested, end of last August, and herded away
from the GOP convention—was that why I was released so fast?”
Prof. Toto sighed. “One is fluent in Arabic with family in Egypt. The
State Department has a Bureau for Educational and Cultural Affairs
which includes the Fulbright Program and other foreign exchanges.
An Egyptian-born woman has been appointed its director.”
“No one told me.”
“And I am not telling you.”
“I can’t believe anyone cares if I’m in Alexandria or Mecca this summer.”
“I can never believe anyone cares about my pitiful contribution of taxes, and yet, each year, they are quite emphatic about it. Between belief
and—” Prof. Toto shook her head back and forth, “—reality, a
chasm.”
“This director, she can’t make me go to Alexandria, can she?”
“Mecca may even be preferable. I will see.”
Marwa looked at the African masks. “Why can’t I see?”
“You will prefer if arrangements are smoothly made for the school in
Saudi Arabia?”
Marwa zipped her folder into her backpack and took her coat from the
back of her chair. She put her hand on the doorknob.

Prof. Toto rose to her full height. “Now to discuss your senior fall
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fellowship applications—”
“Not now.”
Still standing after Marwa left, Prof. Toto looked one of her masks
straight into its empty eyes.
***
Still cloudy and windy, at least the Berkeley graduation had not been
rained out. Weather and the ceremony began as the topics of chat in
the large SUV Joey's girlfriend's parents had driven down from Seattle. There were seven in the vehicle, Joey and Jennifer seated in the
middle with her younger sister June. Dr. Lily Cheng was driving them
over the Bay Bridge and Mr. Cheng was beside her in the front seat.
Marwa was entirely content sitting on her own on the upholstered rear
bench. They were heading for lunch reservations at a San Francisco
restaurant named Benefit by its young Rhode Island owner. The exterior imitated the 18th century Providence street it was named for, but
nothing prepared the group for its interior. Entering was like clambering aboard a whaling ship. Unmellow Yellow colored the scene.
“I feel seasick,” June said.
“We are neither in California nor Kansas anymore,” her father agreed.
“Have you ever been to Rhode Island?” Dr. Cheng asked Marwa.
“I went to a wedding in Newport. I've been going to a lot of them recently. I went to my high school best friend's in LA last year. I've got
another one in upstate New York in August.”
“Maybe I'll go to Brown in two years and get you and Daddy to fly
east,” June piped up.
“First you have to get in,” Mr. Cheng said.
“Maybe by the time you apply, you'll float away to a college in the
Cloud,” Jennifer teased, referring to the CEO guest speaker at graduation, a Silicon Valley creator.
Passing a full wall mural of the parts of a whaling ship, June started
reading aloud: “Buntline, bellyband, jib of jibs, fore sky sail, fore royal, fore play—”
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“—There's no foreplay,” Jennifer scolded.
“So you say,” June said.
“Siblings!” Dr. Cheng silenced.
The seven followed the restaurant hostess up wooden steps to an area
like the raised quarterdeck of a whaling ship that looked over the lower dining room.

Dr. Cheng squeezed Marwa's elbow. “Family can be cloud cuckoo
land, can't it? What a shame your parents couldn't make the trip.”
“Well, my mother cares for our older brother Sharif's children so that
his wife can maintain her career, and my father's musical success—
after he retired from the bank, he thought he'd finally get a chance just
to take a course in composition. I think no one is more surprised by
his success than he is.”
They were seated at a table and ordered drinks. Beside Marwa, Dr.
Cheng continued as if uninterrupted. “Are they separated, your parents? Joseph said nothing about divorce. About anything. But I didn't
raise boys, so I don't know.”
Joey looked across the table at his sister.
In unison, Jennifer and June hissed, “Mom!”
“Marwa doesn't mind,” Dr. Cheng said, “do you, dear? Your brother
married an Egyptian girl? And your mother returned to her family?”
“This is all because I'm also going to China,” Jennifer explained. “But
not with Joseph and not back to family. No matter how many times I
say it—in English or any of the seven Chinese dialects which is what I
study. He's going to Fudan in Shanghai. I'm going to Zhejiang in
Hangzhou.”
Marwa had finished her glass of prosecco. “My best friend in high
school was Jewish/Japanese-American. Cal Tech astrophysicist Judy
Yamaguchi! Joseph and I take after our father, I suppose, more than
our mother and Sharif. All emphasis on the American side of the hyphen.”
Mr. Cheng emptied his daiquiri. “I'm not driving,” he said, refilling
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Marwa's glass of bubbling wine which she then raised to him in salute.
“Don't Moslems abstain?” June asked.
Marwa enjoyed a long swallow, considered, and answered, “Even the
most devoutly religious are atheistic with regard to the countless other
religions throughout history. Atheists simply go one step further.”
“What do you believe in?” June said.
The waiter brought Mr. Cheng another daiquiri, and he ordered a new
bottle of prosecco for the table. Marwa lifted her glass in a toast to her
brother and Jennifer, echoing the graduation speakers, “Go Bears!”
***
The next evening, en route and at LAX, Joey couldn't stop apologizing. They stood on a long check-in line. The wide space was Misty
Moss from the Silver Swirls 24 Crayola pack.
“Dr. Cheng is not my first Tiger Mom,” Marwa assured him. “I don't
even know if she'd merit a spot in Stuyvesant's PTA branch. When I
think of my nationally ranked saber-wielding classmate Viviananother-Cheng-but-no-relation, I am betting—her parents were from
Taiwan. She got a perfect SAT Verbal in eighth grade. We worked on
the Intel together. She had synesthesia like me. Dr. Cheng wouldn't
have a prayer against Vivian's mother!”
“She'll do. Wasn't Vivian's brother in my class? I can't remember his
name. Weren't we all on that tugboat with giant firemen—in big black
helmets—crossing the Hudson that day? It felt wider than the Nile,
but maybe that's only in Alexandria. Or because I was eight. Your hair
was long, like an open, waving fan. We wound up in New Jersey, but
I don't remember going home. The wind was blowing...” He paused
seeing the dark towering cloud in his mind's eye, now making sense of
it, “southeast, toward Brooklyn and Long Island. So must've been
from the northwest. Your eyelid was bleeding.”
The line moved slowly forward. He rolled her upright carry-on.

Joey's memories evoked Marwa's of a movie that was set in this airport, but it must have changed in more than fifteen years. Or it had
been shot altogether on a movie set. The California sunset filled a high
window wall and angled a three-dimensional block of light onto the
wide concourse floor. People wore sunglasses.
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“The Langoliers!” Marwa blurted.
“Steven King! You're right, the jet landed right here in LAX ahead of
monsters that eat up the past. They looked like vagina-dentata PacMen. Dean Stockwell was in it. From Quantum Leap. March 1989
through May 1993. Year I was born. He was at Berkeley for a year. I
streamed them at Hulu. I'm a sucker for anything about Time.”
“Ummee was forty-seven when you were born.”
“Thirty-three for Sharif and thirty-eight when you were. So you've got
time,” Joey said. “Anyone in mind?”
“I spend my nights in the lab. Jennifer reminds me of Mei Li,” Marwa
said, referring to Joey's high school girlfriend.
“Don't tell Jenn that.”
“She actually lived in Chinatown, didn't she?”
“And lectured me that Chinese was the best language for mathematics,” Joey remembered. “Chinese has just nine number names, while
English has more than two dozen unique number words. The trouble
starts at eleven. English has a unique word for the number, while Chinese has words that can be translated as ‘ten-one’—spoken with the
‘ten’ first. That makes it easier to understand the place value—as well
as making it clear that the number system is based on units of ten.
You're never going to answer me, are you?”
“I'm a scientist. You're a mathematician. Define ‘answer.’”
“The Hudson is one mile wide, the Nile on average 1.7. A mile
equals .62137 kilometers.”
II
On the return flight, Marwa had a window seat. Feeling as fragile as
an egg in a carton, she saw that lowering the shade made more sense
than keeping it up. Since the plane's ascent, she had seen no more than
cloud cover and nightfall heading east. Without her colors, night's dark
was always calmer. She edged as much farther away as she could from
the man beside her and closed her eyes. She imagined the neural map
of her brain firing the memories that the weekend with Joey had
stimulated.
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They had lived in an apartment building in Battery Park City in lower
Manhattan, overlooking the Hudson River. Chinatown was not far;
Greenwich Village was uptown. Just before 9/11, the international
model Denim Prix, who lived in the same building, had lost his competition with Marwa for innocence. He had longed to regain his, but
Marwa lusted to lose hers more. Prix had been on the flight from Boston to LA that crashed into the North Tower while she had been in
math class at Stuyvesant five blocks away.
Marwa thought of ecstasies: Mohammed's 766 mile one-night flight
from Mecca to Jerusalem, including the trip up to heaven and return to
Mecca by morning. Sura 17.1: Glory to A llah/ W ho did take His Servant/ for a Journey by night/ From the Sacred Mosque/ To the Farthest
Mosque,/ Whose precincts We did/ Bless;
Buddha emaciated, then enlightened under the Bodhi tree: I will not
move from this place until I have solved my problem. As the morning star appeared, he roared like a lion. The heavens shook, and the
tree rained down flowers. He surrendered to the reality that has always been there. Well, wasn't that Islam—submission?
And Moses at dual-authored Exodus 3:5 was directed to remove his
sandals by a Shakespeare-worthy pun on Sinai/seneh/burning bush
in which the angel is an Adonai vision and God is an Elohist voice.
Either way, the terrified shepherd hid his face; for he was afraid to
look upon God.
And the passion of Jesus, not the W hy hast Thou forsaken me despair without which he could not be human, but the divine Forgive
them, for they know not what they do.
Those were their ecstasies. What of her own? Her body had been wise
to choose Prix first. Unromantic, fine, and fierce. What had she
learned? That orgasm, while great, was not God. Her clitoris stiffened
in memory, and she moved slightly in her seat away from the man beside her. Was she unintentionally emitting pheronomes? She scanned
him though thinly opened eyelids. He was still focused on his laptop
under the narrow spotlight above. He could be gay. She felt her muscles relax and closed her eyes again. James was next. Towering, tall,
black James, another Presidential Scholar at Fordham a year ahead of
her, arrested and herded with her at that 2004 GOP convention protest,
but he'd been handcuffed with others and kept in custody for three
days. Marwa would never forgive Mayor Bloomberg for that. After
she and James broke up, he sent her a copy of Don Quixote for her
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April birthday, inscribing it with a quotation: “I’d like to send your
grace something, but I don’t know what to send, except some very curious tubing for syringes that they make on this insula to be used with
bladders; though if my position lasts, I’ll find something to send to
you, one way or another…Let us go slowly, for there are no birds today in yesterday’s nests.” Happy Birthday, every day, always. Dr.
James Beekmans, now in Doctors Without Borders, and married. How
entirely James and well-deserved to send her an enema.
“Good thoughts?” her seatmate startled her.
Marwa opened her eyes.
“I'm sorry, were you dreaming? You were grinning,” he said.
To avoid any further smiles, Marwa turned and opened the small window shade. A cloudless night sky contained more starry lights than she
could see below where the Midwest translated its dreams into luminous hieroglyphs on black papyrus. They were flying at least 30,000
feet and 600 mph over the invisible curvature of the planet. How many
degrees of longitude away were her mother and brother and the rest of
the family in Alexandria? Were there Cartesian coordinates for the
four years between her eventful high school and college junior years?
In NYC, on the hottest day at the end of August, 2001, Judy got a tattoo and Marwa had her ears pierced. On a much hotter August day in
2005, Marwa left Mecca behind.
The past ten years had been a decade of departures. She thought of
Roger. After her first post-grad year at Rockefeller University in NYC,
she spent the subsequent two in Cambridge in a genetics lab with the
Englishman she had thought she would marry. Together they looked
like the image of biplicity, his straight white-blond hair and white-blue
eyes, and what he called her “Nile waves” and Egyptian skin. Or so
she had thought until career demands reversed their polarities, repelling them. She had returned to Rockefeller in New York, and Roger
remained at the Cambridge lab.
And then, perhaps she was asleep as the jet eased east because she saw
herself on the bench in Battery Park City facing the Hudson. She was
back in college then. Had a seizure of some sort on that bench, taken
by ambulance to a nearby hospital, all colored Ruby from the Gem
Tones 16 pack when she was ten years old. Thereafter, she went by
subway down from Fordham to see a psychiatrist midtown. She'd
cracked in his office, ‘redacted’ Prix's plane hitting—her Muhammad's
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flight, Siddhartha's roar, Moses's incandescent acacia. Marwa shuddered, and her dozing seatmate just caught his laptop before it fell.
“What happened?” the stranger sighed.
“I'm so sorry,” Marwa said, but he was not her younger brother.
III
Another August. Marwa hadn't seen Judy for exactly a year. She'd
been maid of honor at Judy's Pasadena wedding. Judy's husband Edward had stayed back in California with their five month old Eleanor.
Now the BFFs were together again at another Stuy classmate Biren's
nuptials in upstate New York. First, they found themselves in a motel
in the New York Catskills where Marwa satisfied some but not all of
Judy's curiosity about Joey's Berkeley graduation as they walked the
single perambulation it took to see the one street town named Thebes
along the Lenape Creek, part of the water source for New York City
125 miles to the south. As always with Judy, Granny Smith Apple colored the world green.
Lookout Lenape, implying a mountain and river view but instead an
exhortation, had begun life as a line of garages whose unairconditioned, uncurtained bays had evolved into ant-infested bedrooms. A
last minute cancellation enabled their escape to Dawn Star Lodge, one
of the converted houses on the wedding site at Munsee Mountain Resort, just west of Woodstock of yet another August, the 1969's rockin'
muddy drop-out love-in. Luckily, this August of 2015, though blisteringly hot, was cloud-free.
“Which means,” Judy told Marwa as they unpacked, “if we dance the
night away, before dawn we should get the best view of the Perseids
tonight.”
“What?” Marwa yelled over the blasting music beyond the wallpapered, paper-thin wall.
Judy belted the wall, and their door was quickly opened by a handsome, bearded stranger, lowering the volume on his iPod.

“Sorry,” he said, “That's Ten Years After's I May Be W rong, but I
Won't Be Wrong Always. They played it at Woodstock. Which was in
Bethel, actually. According to legend, a Count Basie original. I'm
making a mix for Biren and Charlie to keep. Last minute as always.
I'll keep it down!”
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He disappeared just as quickly.
“Who was that, Rumplestiltskin?” Judy said.
“You remember when Mr. Haddam had us bring in our ethnic
fairytales?”
“And you brought in the lusty Joseph-Potiphar's wife story—”
“No, that was Sunny's, and it was Yusuf and Zulaikha—”
“Oh, you got all mad at me when I said it sounded like Adam and Eve,
only Yusuf was the apple and the snake and the tree wisdom all
wrapped up together—like a trinity! And Zooley was humanity, was
Job, and had to suffer all sorts of ways until she gained the know-how
how to get back to Paradise.”
“I got mad because you called her Drooling Zooley.”
“No, it was because Yusuf was the gorgeous Prix and you were Zulaikha.”
“Mr. Haddam's supposed to be here for the wedding with his husband,” Marwa said.
“I heard Sunny lives on Long Island, very religious, married with multiple children, works in a Whole Foods or Trader Joes,” Judy said.
“Sounds more like rumor than fact.”
“She was always a follower. Followed you like a guru.”
“And look where that led her!” Marwa said. She turned to the dresser
and put clothes in a drawer, then stood still with her back to Judy.
“Where are you, Marwa, under the Bodhi tree again? I remember
tenth grade, you refused to move until you had a reason. Which your
bladder, unlike Buddha's morning star, provided.”

Judy was sitting on her twin bed, nude, pulling on a bikini bathing suit
bottom. Marwa moved from the vulva view to the back of Judy's right
shoulder. Judy touched the tattoo there.
“That was another hot August,” Marwa said. “Did you ever tell Edward
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that story of Shakespeare Jimmy Wagstaff?”
Marwa met up with Judy midway between Greenwich Village and
Battery Park City, at Adonis Piercing & Tattoo on Canal Street,
where Judy had made an appointment to have a boat tattooed to the
back of her right shoulder. A brief, electronic melody sounded.
A muscled black man with a shaved scalp passed through a doorway
of hanging beads. “I’ll be right with you, Ms.—?”

“Yamaguchi,” Judy said.
He checked a schedule book. Then he looked at Marwa.
“I’m not sure yet,” Marwa said.
“Never let anyone talk you into doing anything you don’t want to do.
That’s the sign of a disreputable shop. People call me Adonis. Choose
something from the wall, perhaps, or just take a seat.”
Adonis parted the hanging beads and returned to the back of the store.
Judy and Marwa examined the framed images of tattoo possibilities,
flowers, animals, names, and an array of vehicles: rockets, motorcycles, jet planes, boats.
Judy pointed out a miniature of a high-prowed, small yacht.
“Shakespeare and I went around Baltimore harbor in one just like
that! It’s exactly what he got tattooed on his right shoulder.”
“Why are you having a boat engraved on yours?” Marwa said.
Judy’s Eurasian complexion darkened. “To make a blood memory.
My mom took me to have my ears pierced when I was thirteen. I
thought it was for my birthday. I didn’t know she was dying. Shakespeare had it done down in Baltimore right after. ”
“After the boat ride?”
“No,” Judy said.

“You didn’t.”
“We did.”
Marwa felt dizzy. “Stop calling him Shakespeare! He’s giraffe-Jimmy21 CircleShow

Wagstaff!”
“Keep your voice down! So he’s not on billboards like your Prix. His
eyes are pale as vodka.”
“Vodka? ‘Amantes sunt amentes,’” Marwa quoted Terence. “He's not
my Prix.”
“You want him to be. Who’re you calling a sunt?” Judy grinned.

“‘Lovers are lunatics.’ You’re crazy about him,” Marwa said.
“I am. He leaves for college in three days. It hurts so much.”
“Did it?”
“What?”
“Hurt so much?”
Judy whispered, “You know how your mouth waters when you see and
smell something delicious? It’s like that. Women have two mouths.
The better to eat you with!”
Marwa swatted her away. “You are awful!”
Adonis appeared with an androgynous client who waved them all
farewell with a slim forearm covered in a new, white bandage. Adonis
led Judy and Marwa to the back of the store, which was like a beauty
parlor. There were two other tattoo artists at work. Once Judy showed
Adonis her choice, he sat her in a barber chair and prepared “the operating field.” The needled instrument buzzed like a dentist’s drill; at
its first touch, a bead of blood appeared which Adonis dabbed, then
injected ink. Marwa swayed.
“Relax in the waiting room, hon,” Adonis advised.
Marwa passed through the hanging beads in a daze. Later, it was
sweltering when Marwa and Judy stood on the deck of the fire-enginered tugboat Helen McAllister at the South Street Seaport. Both girls
were sucking at cold bottles of water.
Judy swallowed and said, “Isn’t it against your rules?” as she
reached out to touch the tip of one of Marwa’s newly pierced ears.
“How do they feel?”
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“I didn't mutilate Allah’s creation with a tattoo. Ear piercing’s allowed
for females because the Prophet told some women to give up their
earrings as an offering, so he was okay with earrings. How do you
feel?”
“The heat’s baking it, but I’m sweating so much, I hope the boat
won’t float away. Sweat makes it burn more. But I like the hurt.”
It scared Marwa that she knew what Judy meant.

“You're drifting again, Marwa,” Judy said. She was all ready for the
pool.
“Did you ever tell Edward the tattoo story?” Marwa repeated.
“Didn't want to hear it. ‘No one leaves life without scars,’ he said.
‘They're medals.’”
“Whatta guy. What would our boy band crush initials for him have
been when we were in ninth grade? We thought we were so smart,
talking about the boys right in front of them and we thought they never knew.”
“Oh, definitely LB, he looks like Lance Bass!”
“What zealots we were at fourteen. You'd think we could've come up
with better demigods than NSYNC.”
“We've got wolf pack and/or sheep herd in our genes. Culture implies
conformity, especially for kids. Remember Joey calling us ‘Muggles’?
Now conform and come for a swim.”
“It's a free country. You're not the boss of me. Whatever happened to
individuality?” Marwa said.
“Did you ever answer Joey's question?”
***

Dinner was in a huge renovated barn. The next morning, breakfast
was in the main building's basement café. A banner was draped across
a knotty pine wall proclaiming LOVE CONQUERS ALL. Couples
holding plates of eggs or bagels or juice were photographed beneath
the sign, and coupling was an entirely fluid definition. Marwa and
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Judy selfied framed together. Mr. Haddam and his husband made a
foursome with Biren and Charlie. The wedding was scheduled for the
early evening after an afternoon of swimming, mountain climbing,
reminiscing, and making new acquaintances. The outdoor sunset ceremony in a lovely Maize glow was followed by a musical cocktail hour
at a bar and clothed tables on the wide lawn. Everyone was high and
sunburned and happy. Under a large reception tent as chamber music
gave way to reggae and rock between dinner courses, Marwa led
when she danced with Judy and followed when Mr. Haddam tapped
her shoulder.
An elderly woman called to Biren's parents, “I always hoped we
would dance at his wedding, and here we are!”
Well before dawn, Judy found Marwa. “Come see the Perseids!
There's no moonlight tonight to upstage the shower!”
They were both exhausted but still inebriated as they left the tent and
walked under the falling stars. The summer country air was a concert
of crickets and frogs and the wings of bats and owls. But sight took
precedence as above them meteorites flashed across the Milky Way.
Marwa craned her neck. “It's like looking at a cosmic brain scan. Meteorites as divine thoughts.”
“Except you feel them scrape your chest and fall into your stomach,”
Judy said.
“How could primitives understand the sky actually falling, Chicken
Little, sending fire down on them as a gift? a judgment? a warning?
And if they found a relic, cool and shiny with bits of likely obsidian?”
“Tektites,” Judy agreed. “Maybe Libyan desert glass. There are at
least six recognized geographical distributions of tektites on Earth,
and Mecca’s in the pathway of one.”
Marwa looked away. “The shock of it. The shock of it,” she repeated.
Judy looked at the sky as if it belonged to her “Those are remnants of
this year's trip into the inner solar system of Comet 109/Swift Tuttle.
The Perseids are named after the constellation Perseus because that's
where the meteors seem to come from. Up there,” Judy pointed to the
northeast.
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“There's Capella and Aldebaran. And Perseus holding decapitated Medusa.”

Another blazing line streaked across the sky like a match struck by an
invisible giant.
“Perseus,” Marwa said, “son of Zeus. Per-zeus. Son of God. Cutting
off the head of the Goddess who turned men to stone.”
“Made them hard, you mean,” Judy laughed.
Humorless, Marwa continued, “A celestial history of the cultural shift
from matriarchy to patriarchy. In Arabia, Allat became Allah, and her
shrine became his. In Ireland, St. Patrick drove out the sacred snakes
that wound around the arms of Minoan priestesses.”
“Same old story,” Judy agreed. “What happened in Mecca, Marwa?”
Marwa shut her eyes and rubbed her sore neck. “Is there a place to sit
down?”
Judy looked around. They had walked away from the resort houses
and the wedding tent, but there was enough light to see a group of Adirondack chairs and table nearby. When they sat down, there was dew,
but it was pleasant, cool in the warm August night. A pine nearby
breathed on them. Lights streaked overhead. Marwa closed her eyes
again. Everything was moving. Colors swirled.
“I didn't live in Mecca. I was assigned to a high school in Jeddah and
placed in a women's dorm. My mentor wouldn't take me to the Sacred
Mosque right away. First, she said, we'd go to my namesake, the walk
between the mountains Marwa and Safa because it was airconditioned indoors. However hot it was here today or it gets in Pasadena—that's nothing to August in Saudi Arabia. The walk you do back
and forth in honor of Hagar searching for water for Ishmael—it's in an
enclosed space like Grand Central on steroids, all marble and huge
columns. The chatter of all the people, languages, adults and children,
it's like—birds at dawn or twilight. But they're not mountains, they're
mounds of rock protected with transparent barriers. So much smaller
than expected. Like when you first see the Stock Exchange on Wall
Street, for what it means, it couldn't possibly be that small. I wish we'd
brought a bottle of champagne along.”
“We can't think of everything. You know what else's size mocks
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meaning? That the universe expanded from just twenty pounds of
matter in the Big Bang. Inconceivable conception. We morons began
in an oxymoron,” Judy said.
“You still sound drunk.”
“Entirely possib—probable. Probabbble,” Judy dozed.
Marwa swallowed. “When I was finally taken to the Haram Mosque…
you begin the tawaf, circling the Kaaba from the eastern corner… set
inside a large convex silver collar about five feet above the ground,
the Hajar al-Aswad.”
Judy snored herself conscious. “What?”
“The Black Stone isn't inside the Kaaba. It's set in the eastern corner
where you begin. It was worshipped there long before Islam, a site of
pilgrimage for Nabateans who visited the shrine once a year to perform their pilgrimage. The Kaaba held 360 idols of the Meccan
gods. Tradition says that it fell from the heaven as a guide for Adam
and Eve to build an altar. The Prophet placed it in the Kaaba wall in
605, five years before his first vision. In 930, the stone was removed
and shattered by Iraqi invaders, Qarmatians, but the pieces of holy relic were later returned and sealed in pitch, held in place by silver wire
in the well of that silver…opening. They say that the Black Stone was
once a pure and dazzling white, and it turned black because of the sins
it absorbed over the years. The concave center diameter is under
twelve inches.”

Marwa shaped her hands to the size for her sleeping friend.
“If it's too crowded to kiss it during the seven times you go around,
you're supposed to point at it. But I was only there for a random umrah, not hajj, so I got close enough.”
Marwa shut her eyes again and saw the scene. “There's a semicircle
where pilgrims sit on rugs, praying,” she whispered. “Like a skyscraper above the bowl of the Mosque stands the Royal Clock Tower keeping mortal time as an erect lingam with the Kaaba at the center as eternal yoni. You walk around the Kaaba counter-clockwise. When I saw
the—thing—at the starting cornerstone—all the people around me in a
palpable state of near ecstasy, I was—struck. Terrified I'd have the
same sort of seizure I had on the bench in Battery Park City that sent
me to the hospital and a psychiatrist. Terrified I'd lose my colors
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again.”
“The way you did after the Towers fell—”
“You're awake. I thought—”
“It's okay.” Judy whispered back.
“I was so relieved when my synesthesia returned…after seeing Dr.
Rawi…”
“It was just the opposite for me,” Judy said. “I saw my mother.”
“We never talked about this.”
“No one talked after it happened. You moved to someplace in Brooklyn, we were all going to our classes in split sessions at Brooklyn
Tech.”
“You didn't need to move?”
“I guess not,” Judy stopped whispering. “We stayed in our apartment
in Washington Square Towers. Commuting to school in Brooklyn was
part of the confusion. Taking the subways. I don't even know where
my sister went to school. Jody was in third grade. Joey was in second.”
“He went to a private school in Brooklyn till we moved back.”
“I guess we were all shut down, in on ourselves. You remember all the
school psychologists wandering around? Everyone always asking us if
we were okay. It seemed impossible when the World Series began in
October. Liza Minelli sang the Star Spangled Banner. All that time,
I thought I was seeing my mother again, not hallucinations exactly.
I kept smelling her as if she were right beside me. It was wonderful,
I could almost believe it, it made me to so happy. Shalimar. Of course,
it could have been other women, it was a popular scent, but I felt she
was there holding me and I was only terrified I'd lose her again.”
“Did you?”
“Of course. And Jody followed her college boyfriend to Silicon Valley
where they work and will marry. My Dad lives with a woman a few
years older than he is, actually. Different apartment, same NYU building. And your father turned into a composer. What happened in Mecca?
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What color was it?”

A spectacular burst brightened the sky above and silenced them. When
it had passed and smaller lights like straggling sheep followed, Marwa
said, “The nausea, I nearly fell, and two completely covered women
who moments before had been stroking the uncovered—, the blind
denial!—what did you call it in ninth grade—‘pud?’ and trying to kiss
it—”
“My mother's nickname for ‘pudenda.;”
“They moved in their chadors like big black-winged birds, holding me
up. I felt like I had no skin, like Hypatia of Alexandria and the 4th
century Bishop. I was shaking, which they misunderstood as religious
ecstasy greater than their own, and they led me to a wall of water
fountains insisting I keep drinking while they bathed my face and
wrists in Zam Zam water that sounded like Bam Bam to me, and I
wasn't speaking Arabic anymore, I was babbling in English about The
Flintstones and fortunately no one moving past us understood my blasphemy. It had been bad enough at the Jeddah school where I had to
wear a uniform and censor everything we'd learned at Stuy. Outside
the school, at first I liked being greeted by strangers, including men, as
‘Sister’ or ‘Daughter.’ But the climate mirrored the claustrophobia—
cruel and unusual and Crayola Burnished Brown for me—
unconstitutional solitary confinement worse for being in the crowd. I
didn't—couldn't—belong. As arranged, I stayed till mid-August—like
a zombie. When I left, I knew there was no going back. To any of it.
All meaning had dropped out of it. Its colors were gone. The beliefs
were words as sounds, like a foreign language, like birds. Receptive
aphasia.”
Judy was wide awake now. She read the sky and knew the last sliver
of dernier waning crescent moon would soon rise. The Perseids continued to stripe the dark bowl above with light.
“How very strange,” she said. “I'm on the other side of that parabola
now with Eleanor at five months making sounds on her way to
speech.”

“It's good you named her for your mother.” Marwa sounded exhausted. “Maybe it's time to find our beds.”
Judy stood up and was momentarily taller than her friend. She offered
her hand which Marwa took, rising.
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They walked silently back to their room until Judy said, “So what
happened in Mecca was what didn't happen. You didn't find God. And
now what?”
“That is the question.”
As if on cue, one silver horn of the last sliver of waning crescent
moon pierced the brightening horizon.
“It will be dark new moon for the next three nights,” Judy added.
“And then, what.”
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Buff Whitman-Bradley
In the Radiation Waiting Room
Dressed in our blue hospital gowns
We wait for a radiation technician
To come fetch each of us
For our turns
Under the ray gun.
We have not met before
So cannot presume
To ask each other personal questions
About the nature and extent
Of our cancers.
But we do ask those questions
Because we are fellow strangers
In a new land
The land of the dazed
The traumatized
The stunned
Still reeling from the news
That brought us to our knees
That instantly collapsed our lives
Into something new and unnameable
Small and dense and profound.
That tattooed itself onto our souls.
That pried us open
Like a rusty can opener.
We are a bewildered band of the displaced
The beleaguered, the vulnerable, the exposed
Dropped like refugees
Into this alien country
Where we must make our way
Without knowing the terrain
The language
The rules.
So we ask.
One of us has a tumor on the spine
That must be shrunk by X-rays
Before surgery can be performed.
One has a malignant growth in the pancreas
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Another, colon cancer
And one is being radiated in the neck
Where cancerous lymph nodes were cut out.
We ask and listen with an unguarded empathy
We did not know we were capable of.
We ask to fend off the dark.
We ask to declare Alive!
A young man named Justice
Comes to escort me into the treatment room
Where his partner Charlie stands by.
With great care and tenderness
The two of them
Help settle me onto the table
Then they place a rigid plastic mask
Over my head and shoulders
And bolt it down.
To fend off claustrophobic panic
I keep my eyes closed
And count my breaths
While the machine hovers and hums and whirs above me
Like a flying saucer.
After no more than five minutes
The session is complete.
Justice removes the mask
And walks me back to the waiting room
Which is empty now
My new comrades taken to lie down
On other tables in other rooms.
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Journey
When you return
You will be a thousand years old
And will have a thousand
Heroic sagas to recite
About how you traversed
A thousand Himalayas
Swam the bone cold waters
Of a thousand Arctics
Trekked across a thousand blistering Gobis
Were wracked and buffeted
By a thousand shrieking gales.
About how you went mad with fear
A thousand times
Stared down the gullets
Of a thousand demons
And learned the thousand names of Death.
But those are not the tales
You will wish to recount
When you return.
When you return you will want to talk about
The thousand acts of generosity
And simple kindness
That kept you from plunging
Into the putrid sloughs of despair.
The thousand tender touches
That reminded you
Even in pain
Of the beauty of our bodies.
The thousand mercies
The thousand prayers
The thousand heartfelt hopes
That built a shelter for your spirit.
When you return
You will be a thousand years old
And you will have a thousand stories to tell.
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John F. Buckley
Deer Season
A comic autumn left us all
rolling in the leaves, rolling
leaves inside newspaper, burning
newspaper, newspaper bomber
joints. We gasped and spit up
our spent oil in multiple sheens.
Our cervical vertebrae were stealthy.
There are several thin lines
between complex and muddled,
all to do with surface tension.
It happens all the time, a multilevel
cocktail jostled brown by a whitetail
fleeing the flames on the landscape
for the neon of modern-day Pinconning.
He was selling knockoff moon
rocks on the sidewalk, his front
hooves like black lacrosse gloves.
When you step back, not much
difference between buck scent
and psychedelic realism,
the candidates spray on the wall.
We used to have blaze-orange
thermal underwear. We were eight
in size and seldom dropped
loads in the woods. We looked
like bright, severed puppets. In
the kitchen, the woman shoots whiskey
with no license. Nobody dies. Nobody laughs.
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I Guess We’re Stuck With It
Born in crepe in the middle of
festivities, I can hardly
hear the radio. Far up on
the tower, fishhooks precipitate
like sharp bread. But you can’t even
catch cold on a night like this. Back
to the lamination ward
for another dousing. The girl
with the crooner’s baked baritone
rolls her socks above the knees, readying
for another rack of heartbroken
buns. Sitting near the speaker won’t
facilitate the passage of vowels. Have
you ever taken a mouthful
of plastic sheeting? That’s one quick
step to rehab. Here’s what
I’m going to do for the sake of
austerity. Crisp these edges further
and return them to the anglers.
My chubby fists used to latch on
to anyone’s fur, a nature bauble.
Now I’m in a storm of poppy and
caraway. The grit in my eyes glistens
under ultraviolet. One more creepy
bonfire ought to fester. That’ll be
the day the herd radiates hard.
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David Butler
Tír na nÓg
Part One
I
Oscar Finn closed one eye and contemplated the scene through the
quadrilateral frame of finger and thumb, finger and thumb: constellations of motes trapped and turning slow as mobiles in the tobacco
light that leaned intermittently through the slats. Striated. That was the
term. What sort of exposure would that require?
He moved the rough rectangle laterally until it had framed the trap;
the crude box propped on a stick, the rough blue twine, the trail of
seed dribbled across the moonscape of humus and cowpat. Follow
twine with eye of a creature scurrying to close-up shot; a ticking
acoustic. Four, five seconds. Cut to doorway, the frozen land beyond;
score by Ennio Morricone…
A yawn was curtailed by a spasm, deep and animal. “God I could get
used to this,” he hugged his shoulders, “if it wasn’t for the bastard
cold.” It had been two days since they’d eaten anything more substantial than crisps and chocolate bars and an occasional filched egg; two
nights since they’d slept anything but an intermittent, fitful sleep.
They’d seen off the dregs of the first night in a ruined industrial plant
somewhere beyond Carlow, a vast, chalky interior that smelt of dust
and ammonia and dead pigeons. It had been draft-prone, the ground
stubborn and uneven.
But at least there had been cloud cover. On the second night, though,
the sky had bared its teeth. Four degrees of frost the forecast had predicted; it could as easy have been fourteen. She had known, some feral wisdom had told her, that banks of fodder had hot, fermenting innards, otherwise they might quite literally have frozen.
Ten to one she’d still be lying there wide awake, alert as a cat, figuring their next move under folds of matted cud that were merely dank
now. “Hoy,” she’d warned him, “don’t come back with anything less
than a chicken, you hear? I mean it Oscar Finn!” He’d been swabbing
the damp remains of grass, white and rotting, from his leathers. “And
how are we supposed to cook a chicken for God’s sake, you thought
about that?” Silent, she hoisted an interrogative eyebrow. A vision
took him, her lovely mouth tearing into a bloody-feathered breast.
“You’re hardly proposing we eat the thing raw?”
“I’ll figure that out. You just go get the stupid bird, okay?” Pause.
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“Okay?”
“Okay okay, Jesus! But if I do manage to feck one, it’ll be up to you
to pluck the stupid bird, yeah?” A thought had halted him in his
tracks, and he’d returned briefly. “Not to mention, you can throttle the
bloody yoke.” She offered him a glower, almost, before she’d rolled
back over. “Seriously, Yazzer, I wouldn’t know where to begin, me!”
And as he’d stepped shivering into the pre-dawn, ghost-lit from beneath by the mineral frost, a whispered afterthought took him: Have
you killed living creatures, Yasmin Hasan, in whatever incarnation it
was you were living before you came over here?
How many hours had he been absent from their bower by this time?
He tried to estimate without consulting his watch. A white-haired sun
had risen long since, but never quite clearing the leafless hedgerows
that edged a land turned to quartz. He’d scouted the perimeters of a
couple of farmhouses, trying to gauge from a distance the vigilance of
their dogs. He’d made one approach to the rear of a chicken-coop,
scarcely more than a stack of crates held together by hexagonal wire.
He’d crawled under a fence, had lain low, had watched the dead windows of the farmhouse, knelt up, slipped the catch, jerked the door
ajar. Outside was a pewter dish from which he’d scooped up a handful
of seed. He spilled half into his jacket pocket, laid half on his open
palm. His first, ever so tenuous foray, advancing the palm into the airless, intimate interior was met by an eruption of obstreperous gargling, then a hoarse cascade of barks toward the house that sent him
tumbling helter-skelter back over the fence and through tangles of frozen brambles.
Later, the frigid air scraping throat and lungs, he’d stumbled through a
pane of ice up to the knee in vice-cold silt. He’d hunkered behind a
nettle sieged bath-tub while a grey Landover trundled slowly, slowly
up a hill, and had only become aware of the nettles when they wickedly scalded his wrists. He’d been about to give up, to return emptyhanded, when, a bare field short of where they’d kipped the night before, he’d faltered upon the old wooden outhouse, a barn of some
kind, or a stable. He’d have passed in sullen silence, not bothering to
look inside, but for a jerky movement in the thicket that crowded an
ice-toothed water barrel: the pneumatic, preposterous clockwork of a
hen.

How much time had passed since that unlikely vision? Pan to interior,
ceiling shot. Oscar Finn the hunter-gatherer lying prone. He has been
propped on his elbows for so long that they are cramped, his body rigid with the cold, his eyes sore and itching, his belly indented by cakes
of muck. A length of rough blue twine he’d salvaged from a fence
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trails as far as a contraption the cunning of which would hardly fool a
three-year-old. And yet now, and now, very now, into the viewfinder
of his fingers, there has chanced in stop-frame motion the perpetually
startled mechanism of the fowl.
Oscar dares not breathe. Infinitesimally, the hen advances. Infinitesimally, his finger winds the twine a turn, a second, taking up the slack
until it lifts the merest flick from the earth. Through tines of striated
light the scalded head burbles forwards, wobbles its wattles, clicks
through discrete degrees of suspicion. It tips, pecks, clucks, struts. It
side-eyes the balancing contraption that overhangs the mound of seed
as if assessing the millet in the riddle. Nothing exists outside its avian
calculus. “Come on. Come on now…” Excruciatingly, it broaches the
box.
And it jerks, alarmed! A sudden shadow has fallen from the doorway…
All at once it squawked, fluttered, stuttered into flight. Instinct tugged
the string and, (fuck it!), the box fell on vacancy. But even as it did,
the bird balled up, hurled sideways, an animated feather duster driven
tumbling across the muck-caked floor. In tandem, a half brick skipped
through the muck. Dazed, its mechanism broken, the bird skirted the
wall as a series of victory ululations echoed to the rafters.
“Jesus Christ Yazzer! You put the heart across me you did!” He levered himself stiffly up, clumsy with the static of pins and needles. He
squinted at the silhouette, brushed in curt strokes the muck from his
jacket. “I had it all under control you know.”
“You had, yeah, I could tell. So go get it, Irishman!”
“Okay I will. Only like I say, I’m not plucking the fucker, but.” He
shook his head at her, made in manly steps for the corner into which
the hen was now collapsed. It no longer moved, merely palpitated, its
eye unblinking, one wing an extended lady’s fan that might have been
nailed to the planking. Oscar Finn made a number of tentative passes
before her jeers had him tugging it abruptly up by the legs and thrusting it into her amused hand. Before they emerged into the blue daylight, in a single flurry of soughing wings the neck was disarticulated.
All the way back as he stumbled over granite drills a dozen steps behind, he watched the bundle slap against the rhythm of her stride.
Knee-high boots, jeans faded and faintly brindled, a pinched leather
jacket; a body that moved with animal ease. Feline he would have said
of her, if it wasn’t for her visceral aversion to cats. Eyes to die for, the
tagline would go, gravelled cinema-trailer voice. But what did he really know about Yasmin Hasan? What did any of them know about her?
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II
The fact was, Oscar Finn couldn’t even be sure of the event that had
precipitated their flight to the North. It began with a dramatic rat-tattat at the door that was more than insistent. Its stutter had erupted into
the student flat, had pulled himself and Nige out of their respective
slumbers. She’d stood as studied and deliberate as something from a
film-poster, hair a tangled storm over tight leather, shoulder-straps
sustaining a miniature backpack, a helmet in her hand as if she were
Salome bearing the head of an infernal John the Baptist. It was Nige
who’d opened the door to that magnificent apparition. “Whose is the
helmet?”
Her eyes narrowed. When he attempted nonchalance, which was embarrassingly often, Nigel Manley had the knack of winding people the
wrong way. “Come on, we’re going!” she’d called over his pillowskewed hair toward Oscar, still stumbling out of his room, “I’ll explain as we go.” Ten seconds later he was tucking a shirt-tail into uncooperative leathers, was hopping into a stubborn boot, ignoring the
envious irony of his flatmate’s glasses flashing like twin smartphones.
“Go where?” he called to the doorway in which her absence radiated
like an afterimage. He was so flustered he failed to notice the gloves
tumble like birds from inside his helmet; if Nigel had noticed, he’d
said nothing about it, had yowled instead like a tom on heat.
They were already spluttering up the Dublin Mountains on his underpowered Suzuki, leaving the yellow brocade of city-lights far behind,
before the story began to get tossed at him in shreds and patches.
“Hunt is such an asshole!”
“Who?”
“Hunt! He’s such an absolute jerk!”
Gareth Hunt, associate lecturer in film studies. Scouse. Long, greasy
hair and a jowl tooled by childhood pox. Cruised around Ballyfermot
on a road-bike built like a sound-system, 1000cc, three aerials at the
least. The rumour-mill had it he’d tried it on with Yasmin pretty much
throughout first year. Rumour had her on the back of his bike maybe a
half-dozen times, not all of them patent bullshit. But then, she was the
sort of girl who gave rise to rumours. Whether or not there was truth
in any of them, she’d never let on either way. Hunt was fifty if he was
a day and something of a barfly, even dipping his proboscis inside the
SU bar. “Would you look at the head on him,” Nige had winked to
himself and Dots O’Shea during induction week, “He’s like a bleedin’
try-hard Gary Moore,” which surprised more that Nigel Manley
should have ever heard of Gary Moore than for any great resemblance.
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That he was an absolute asshole was no epiphany. “Why, what did he
do this time?” Oscar had called back to her above the continual growl;
his bike, unused to passengers, protesting the poor choice of gear. She
was in no rush to answer. Perhaps she was awaiting a more level section of road. When at length they reached the N81, she leaned in, their
helmets butting like pool balls. So she’d clocked him one, apparently.
Hit him a clobber with the helmet (so it was his! Oscar thought he’d
recognised the heraldic flames, gules, on field of sable), had left the
randy fucker stretched out on the floor of his office.
“Holy shite! Yazzer, you did not…”
“Didn’t I?”
“Well… when, for God’s sake?”
“Couple of hours back maybe.”
He peered quickly at his watch face. “At coming on for eleven
o’clock at night? What were you doing in his office at eleven o’clock
on a jaysus Tuesday night?”
That one she didn’t choose to answer. And Oscar was in no state to
press her on it. The man was a proven womaniser. Track record of
being an asshole, with a sarcastic delivery hammered flat by his Liverpool accent, and sure of himself with the exaggerated, impregnable
swagger of the underachiever. A decent enough lecturer, give him
that; though why Yasmin Hasan had chosen him as dissertation supervisor was beyond reckoning. Calling her in at half ten at night would
be just his style. Whether or not the powers-that-be were aware of it,
it was common knowledge among the student body that he’d cut his
own set of keys and kept abreast of the code to the alarm. Also, that
he kept a bottle of scotch whisky in his bottom drawer which down
the years the Chinese whispers had mutated into a minibar and campbed. So that to Oscar’s way of thinking, if she’d had to discourage his
advances with a clatter of his helmet, it was good enough for the
Scouse bollocks.
Never had the world seemed so unreal. The night streamed by, cold
and finely needled with drizzle. He had no idea where they were going, nor why, nor what they were supposed to do if ever they got
there. He’d nothing in his wallet beyond maybe a fiver. He hadn’t so
much as a change of socks or boxers, let alone a spare T-shirt. She
hadn’t even allowed him time to lay a hand on his jaysus toothbrush.
But, with Yasmin Hasan’s pressure leaning into his back, he ignored
the incipient frostbite on his naked fingers. He saw, in his mind’s eye,
a long helicopter shot, a countryside in darkness but for the single,
tiny torchlight discovering the tape-measure of a road.
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As early as term one of their first year, Oscar had lent her his copy of
Mackendrick On Film-Making, a book he’d never seen since, which
mightn’t have been so bad if he thought for a minute she’d even once
opened the damn thing. He’d shown her a handful of sites where it
was possible to stream pretty much any movie for free, he’d bounced
ideas with her before her tutorial presentations. Then, over the course
of the previous semester, Oscar had dug her out a couple of times with
her essays. She’d thrown one memorable all-nighter sprawled on their
sofa, declaiming long tracts toward the ceiling that he’d translated onto her memory-stick with the occasional assistance of Professor
Google. Nigel had hunkered in the corner, noisily engaging his Xbox
until about one in the morning when even his talent for being a lateadolescent pain in the arse had finally wilted. Between the two of
them they’d managed a 68%, not at all bad for a tract on some Palestinian director he’d never heard of, though later she was furious not to
have got the first.
Alpha-Nerd, she dubbed him, which if nothing else relegated Nige
and Dots O Shea to the role of side-kicks. “Manley, that his name?
Are you kidding me?” she’d jibed, one afternoon when she breached
the vacant, poster-hung bedroom that smelled of stale maleness. Oscar
chased uneasily after her, guided her back out. “I bet you any money
himself and that other chess-freak you’re always with speak Klingon
when they’re alone.”
Where Oscar was concerned, from the very first she’d made fun of his
underpowered Suzuki, or else it was his improvised manner of riding
it. She mocked his technologically-wired flat, and the fact he was still
sharing with a geek he’d known from his schooldays and hanging out
with another he met in the chess club. She mocked his addiction to
streaming classics on Netflix, and his ability in class to quote entire
exchanges from the black and white era. But behind all that mockery,
Oscar had always sensed she had a bit of a soft spot for him. Yasmin
Hasan.
III
He watched her now, hunkered against a post with her eyes fixed on
some distant thought, tugging feather after feather from the carcass
with disconcerting ease. Was that another talent she’d picked up in the
refugee camps where she’d been variously raised? Sometimes it was
hard to square her precise, slangy English with such an upbringing.
Her father had been a delegate of some stamp with a connection to the
UN, her mother a medical worker and activist. She had an older brother who’d become radicalised and now preached Sharia law from a delinquent arrondissement of Paris, last she’d heard. She’d been in Dublin
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for three years. Hard to piece together the jigsaw, though, or even
construct a rough chronology for it. It wasn’t a childhood she cared
much to talk about.
He was startled from his reverie by the bird thumping at his feet. In
his life he’d never seen anything so outrageously naked; the skin livid
and goose-bumped and obscenely nude but for the feather-boa at its
neck and ankles. The beak lay open and inanimate, the simulacrum of
a beak; the eye was filmed over with a lid of mica. He rolled away
from it and dry-retched into the grass like a dog. “You’re not telling
me,” he coughed, wiping the back of a hand across either cuticle,
“you’re seriously thinking of eating that?”
“You got a better idea,” she said, no interrogation mark. She had a
low smoky voice that, like an inland sea, never really rose or fell. It ill
-corresponded to the volatility of her opinions. Right at that moment,
anything seemed preferable to Oscar to addressing the obscenity
sprawled at his feet. “Tell you what,” he tried. ‘How about we go
back to that place from last night? You remember, with the barred
gate, and that cat you spotted?”

She shuddered, as though the animal had materialised. “And do what,
exactly?”
“Maybe, we try the door this time?”
“Brilliant. And ask them what? That’s if there is an answer.”
“I don’t know Yaz. For a hot meal?”
“Sure,” she said. She moved her hands into the matted nest of her
hair. “Ask them for a hot shower while you’re about it, and maybe a
feather bed.”
“Well, why not?”
She didn’t answer. She didn’t have to. Were she to, it would be to remind him for the hundredth time. No phones. No ATMs. No Toll Plazas. No big towns. No talking to anyone who might recognise either
one of them. For the trouble had begun, the real trouble, the morning
after their first night on the road.
Toward dawn, they’d forced the door on a derelict plant, had nestled
for a few hours out of the wind and drizzle on a floor that would have
been hard concrete but for the accretion of feathers, bird droppings
and God alone knew what else. There was a spoor of ammonia that
made breathing more than unpalatable. There were rattles in the rafters and scuffles along the corrugated iron that suggested pigeons or
crows, but may equally have been rats. As it gradually grew bright
they gave up on the place and any idea that it might afford them a few
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hours’ kip. They continued instead another forty miles until they
found a small town that was waking up and a café that was on the
point of opening. Yasmin having apparently no cash at all on her, they
ordered only coffees, then sat over the final dribbles of milky liquid
for the better part of an hour. As Oscar ambled up to pay, the news
came on the radio.
It was the third item. An assistant lecturer at Ballyfermot College of
Further Education, unnamed, was discovered unconscious in the early
hours of the morning by a cleaner; he’d suffered a fracture to the skull
and a broken cheekbone; he was taken into intensive care where his
condition was said to be serious but not critical; a Garda spokesman
said that the nature of the injuries suggested foul play. As yet they
were puzzled both as to the identity of the assailant and the possible
motive for the assault, but were following a definite line of inquiry.
That was bad enough. That had sent them back onto the road, with no
thought of stopping until they’d hit the relative safety of the North,
(her idea). The only problem, they’d have to fill the tank. The gauge
was long since bust, but sloshing it about suggested they’d only a couple of litres left in the tank. “How far will that take us?” she called,
after a few miles.
“I don’t know, to be honest with you. Hundred k?”
“You don’t know?” At that moment, as if supplied by providence,
they came upon a Topaz station, somewhere to the far side of Kilkenny. So far so good. He filled her up. What little cash Oscar had was
gone but for loose change. He’d explained that to her back in the café.
Now, he was blithely informed that she wouldn’t chance using her
Laser. Why she hadn’t mentioned that particular scruple before he’d
filled the bloody tank was beyond him. His card, he’d already told
her, was right at the overdraft limit. That wasn’t quite true. The last
tranche of rent was still available, just. He’d already fobbed Nigel off
twice on that score. Stalemate. Their eyes locked. He blinked first.
“Alright! Okay! I’ll give it a lash, Jesus!”
Reluctantly he’d queued, a couple of bags of crisps, a pack of Tampax, a Bounty bar. Behind the till, the young one’s thumb was weaving over her smartphone as though racing to solve a puzzle. “Any petrol with that?” she’d asked without looking up, and before he had a
chance to think it through, the lie had escaped his lips. It was the first
time Oscar had ever done a runner.
Of course there was nothing to link the reg of a thieving white Suzuki
with a truant Lebanese student from the same college as its owner, but
all the same… And here, up in Tyrone—her idea to fly North, to a
separate jurisdiction—his accent would stick out the way her hair was
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now sticking out. Nothing for it then. With a grunt, he flopped the carcass over with the toe of his boot.
“Shouldn’t we wait ‘til it’s dark before lighting a fire?” he tried.
She face-palmed her forehead. He nodded slowly, deliberately. “A fire
would be much more visible at night, yeah?” Okay, he thought. You
might have won that round baby. And trying to mirror the expression
of her eyebrows, he asked “Got any matches, have you?”
There’s a saying, you don’t know what you have until it’s gone. It was
much on Oscar’s mind as he yanked and ripped and unsnagged mossupholstered branches from the brambles of the nearest ditch in a race
against the failing light. Because if there was one thing he did know, it
was that he was gloriously happy. Pretty much from the first moment
he’d felt her arms close around his waist and he’d kicked down on the
starter, twice, thrice, he’d been filled with the giddy vacancy of a roller
-coaster ride. He wasn’t so young or so skittish as to call it anything
but wild infatuation on his part, anything but the expedient of a friend
in need on hers, and one who had a motorbike to boot. He hadn’t tried
anything beyond holding her on either night while they attempted
sleep. Besides everything else, she was having her monthlies. All this
was a breathless interlude, while real life took its course back in the
city. The paradox was, he’d never felt so alive.
Dusk was already well advanced before the fire began to take. At that
time of year, at these latitudes, the sun, a red dwarf, expires in a towcoloured west before five o’clock. Winter constellations had begun to
shiver above them. It was shaping up to be another cold one. For a
long time, her blowing coaxed nothing but tresses of smoke, yellow
and choking, from the straw and paper scraps she’d tamped about the
kindling. Then in an instant it began to cackle. Soon after, a branch
hissed and exploded. All at once the night closed in about them, black
and chill. He watched, entranced, the flickering over her complexion,
the lynx eyes touched with a glazier’s brush. Even the chicken had
been alchemised, made almost palatable, quartered and spitted and
marinated by the unsteady glow. Already, the portions had begun to
sweat and whisper. And he was ravenous. They both were.
IV
She’d eaten far more, and far more recklessly, than he. Cautious, swallowing down waves of sweet saliva, his teeth had torn only the charcoaled exterior, pulled only the charred fibre of thigh muscle, the outer
strata from the breast bone. Though they were still temptingly substantial, he’d discarded the joints and the ribcage. She had retrieved them
almost before they’d settled.
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“Careful with those,” he’d warned her, “they’re not done. You see?”
She shrugged, her mouth covered. “Yasser, that’s still pink, it is!”
though in the fickle light, this was no more than an educated guess.
“Those black dribbles there, that’s blood, surely?”
She shook her hair nest, not even pausing to meet his eye. “You’re
such a…”
Well, now she was paying for it. The winter constellations, Taurus,
Orion, the Twins, had wheeled through half the sky and she was still
doubled over, heaving and retching intermittently, hacking up gouts
of water from a ravaged gut on top of the messy abortion impaled on
the hay stubble. She’d been at it for so long that he was more than
worried. Three times she’d shrugged off his hand as though it had
been responsible for setting it off. Worse, she’d begun to shiver in
hard spasms. It was scarcely a surprise; he himself was chilled to the
bone. All the same she needed something hot; a black tea; sugared
water perhaps; dry toast. Even a blanket would be a help. “Okay
look,” he finally declared. “I’m going to try that place.” No reply.
“I’ll be back, soon as I can, yeah?” She hacked, dribbled, let out a
long moan. “Will you be alright there while I’m gone?” he asked, uselessly.
The farmhouse was a good country mile back along a rough, grass
ridged lane. He thought about taking the bike, but decided against it.
It would violate the night’s sanctity. They were still a pair of fugitives. Who knew what state Gareth Hunt was in by this juncture and
whether he’d pressed charges, to say nothing of that fucking Topaz
garage. They could have CCTV pictures of his mug splashed all over
the papers by now for all he knew.
He became aware of a bone-white gibbous moon riding a far higher
arc than the sun had attained. Although the earth was preternaturally
still, there must have been stratospheric winds, because rags of indigo
cloud were tearing across its eyeball as if in time-lapse. Hard not to be
reminded of Gareth Hunt’s class on Buñuel. As he walked the silverplated laneway he made a mental calculation. Tuesday, Wednesday.
Thursday past midnight, so technically it was already Friday. His dad
would be expecting him to ring, especially if he wasn’t to head home
for the weekend after all. Instinctively, his hand touched his
smartphone. It hadn’t been turned on since they’d left Kilkenny; her
injunction. It tempted. It was all he could do to resist. How many
messages were contained there?
On the other hand, he’d an idea that was how they’d trailed the
Omagh bombers.
He was running over all this now for the simple reason he had not the
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foggiest of what to do once he reached the farmhouse. It was coming
on for two in the morning. Strange time at the best of times to bang on
anyone’s door. Besides, what was the return to this particular establishment beyond superstition? Late Wednesday evening, they’d
paused briefly at its barred gate, had peered into the courtyard, a lozenge of wavering light extending over its cobbles. Loud, underwater
voices, as from a telly. Could they chance asking for directions, a cuppa, maybe a bite of a sandwich and, top of the list, the use of the loo?
There appeared to be a hayloft, perhaps there’d be no objection to
them kipping there for the night, two young lovers eloping? Tír na
nÓg the place was called, carved in the letters of the old script, so
chances were the place was Taig, at least there was that to be said for
it.
Then she’d pointed out the cat, lodged like a snowdrift on the windowsill. To his mind, the presence of a cat meant it was far less likely
there was a psychopathic mongrel on the loose; but to hers that put
paid to it. “Cats give me the creeps,” she’d growled, repeating something she’d confided to him many months before. It wasn’t any allergy
to cat hairs, or an aversion to their constitutional smugness. Not a bit
of it! Had he never noticed the way they shimmy up a wall, defying
gravity, slowing into a stride at the top just as if someone had thrown
into reverse a projector and run time backwards? That gave her the
total heebie-jeebies.
Cat or no cat, Oscar figured Tír na nÓg was their best shot now at getting out of the big freeze that had the entire country in its jaws. He’d
made the mistake, at the time she’d first explained her cat aversion, of
mentioning it to Nigel. They were freshers then, all three of them, and
probably it was the kudos of having had the Lebanese beauty confide
in him that had incited the indiscretion. They’d sat through one of
Gareth Hunt’s soundless videos the previous week, some experimental Art House tat that was meant to “explore the materiality of the
celluloid itself as a medium.”
Nigel, of course, guffawed. “But that’s absurd! How can you not like
cats for jumping up walls? You might just as well not like kangaroos
for the way they skip about the bush.”
“Well? There’s some folk hate snakes because they slither. And I hate
fucking spiders, scurrying about like eight-fingered hands.”
“All the same. A projector running backwards? What planet is she
on…”
“I kind of get it. Do you never get a queasy feeling when they show
all the bits of a collapsed chimney or a block of flats climbing back up
and fitting in perfectly together, like there was some sort of perfect
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vacuum at the centre to suck everything into exactly the right place?
And she’s right: it always rushes upwards then slows into a freeze,
just exactly like a cat shimmying up a wall.”
“But sure Finn, that’s physics! Reversible equations, the top of the
parabola, d’you not remember anything out of Titch Toomey’s
class?”
“Physics my granny. There’s more to it. Like when you push a record
backwards and you get those Satanic messages. Telling you, I felt
queasy all through Hunt’s lecture the other week, running things
backwards and forwards, backwards and forwards. You can’t mess
around with time like that.”
Nigel’s glasses flashed, twin TV screens. “You’re as cracked as she is
Finn. Or she has you that cracked.”
Perhaps it was some trick of the moonlight that appeared to have the
courtyard now in suspended animation. All was precisely as it had
been in his memory of the previous evening, but silvered, the grasses
dyed to black. The lozenge of shimmering light was still there, blues
and eerie silvers glimmering across the cobbles. The muffled music
was there, incongruously loud. The water barrel was still there, and
the hayloft. And now, padding on silent rapid feet, the ghost cat
bounced hurriedly toward him, tail erect and stiff as the conducting
pole at the back of a bumper-car. It gripped Oscar with a tremor of
déjà vu.
“Mgrnaaaau!” it said, butting his leg, insistent, aggressively plaintive.
“Mngrnaaaauu!” That, too, was foreseen. But he wasn’t the man to
back away, not at this point. Too much had gone down in the last few
days. If she could be a warrior, damn it so could he.
He tugged the bolt on the gate, slipped a twine loop, allowed gravity
swing it open. He shivered once, took a stride forwards, the cat
bounding ahead of him like a white familiar. It was only when he had
reached the window and saw what was inside that he froze.
Part Two
I
Yasmin Hasan was huddled at the embers looking moody and ravaged. She squinted up at him. Orange-lit from below, the half-moons
under her eyes made her almost haggard, her hair straggled and
specked with hay, a seer from the Dark Ages. Her voice was weak,
not quite abashed but in the same territory. “So did you get something?”
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He searched for words. A plethora of versions had tumbled around his
head on the quick trek back, none of them adequate. “You got to see
this for yourself Yaz! It’s totally… weird. Like something out of David
Lynch, I swear to you.” Her eyes hadn’t moved from his. “Come on
I’ll show you!” He lifted up her backpack, scarcely bigger than a
schoolbag. “Yaz. You need to come with me.”
He’d expected her to protest. He’d expected at the least that she’d demand some sort of justification. Instead she rose up, hunched against
the night, and allowed him to manoeuvre her toward the lane. “Can
we take the bike?” she pleaded. And, when he’d relented and pulled
the Suzuki and helmets from their hiding-place, “I never want to see a
chicken again as long as I live.”
They scrambled awkwardly along the lane, not so much because of
the potholes as because she was slumped against him. Her inertia
forced him to take each bend gingerly, his boot-sole scraping over the
surface. He stopped the bike just short of the final bend and, helping
her off, angled it onto its stand. “It’s only round the corner,” he assured her, heart beating at the unexpected reversal of roles.

The gate was open, just as he’d left it. The light was still playing eerily over the cobbles. TV sounds, bass and conspicuous, pulsed about
the courtyard. There was a high whine, a dog locked in somewhere.
Rapidly, as though the frames of a film were playing at an accelerated
speed, tail erect, the cat padded toward them. “Fuck off! Fuck off!”
she hissed down at it, but without real conviction, hoisting rather than
kicking it to one side with her boot. The food poisoning had taken
more than just the chicken out of her. The cat was not so easily discouraged and leaned again into the boot so Oscar scooped up its heft
and deposited it in one deft movement atop the wall, its pelt buffing
the miniature ribcage. “Mngrnnaauuu!” it protested.
They’d barely entered the courtyard when a cramp took her.
“Uggghh!” she doubled. He allowed her a moment. “I swear to God,
Oscar, if I ever hear so much as a cluck…”
What to say? Anything he could think of seemed to either smack of “I
told you so” or, so deliberately did it avoid doing so, the lacuna
seemed to imply it. So he smiled, unseen, then edged toward the farmhouse. When she hadn’t moved to follow he returned, kneaded her
shoulders then guided her toward the windowsill. “You’ve got to see
this for yourself Yaz.”
Every circuit in his body came alive with static when, in her weakness, she subsided against him, her hair smelling of smoke and damp
and tallow. He positioned her by the shoulders to face the interior.
“You see what I’m saying?” he gasped. Because the scene through the
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window was precisely as he had left it a half-hour before to run back
for her: the submarine light playing all around the room, distending
shadows, turning it into an aquarium, and washing again and again
over a figure slumped by the dead hearth, head down and mouth
agape.
“What am I supposed to be looking at?” she whispered.
For a second he was baffled “You do see that guy?”
He felt her shrug, so? “Okay here’s the thing. I watched him for about
five minutes earlier on. Then I tapped at the window. Nothing. I tried
slapping it. Not a squeak! So then I banged at the door. Same story.”
He paused. She was leaning back against him, head lolling, eyes, at a
guess, closed tight. “So maybe he’s deaf,” she breathed out.
“Deaf?” He hadn’t considered the possibility; could that be why the volume was turned up full? No. No. “Dead would be nearer the mark!”
And as if to prove a point, he slapped at the window so forcefully that
its membrane vibrated like a drum’s. “Halloo!” he called, making a
bullhorn out of his left hand. “Anyone home?”

Yasmin had slid away and materialised at the door, but far from
knocking on it she’d thumbed the latch and was leaning into the doorway, edging it open, releasing the full volume of the television into
the courtyard. The cat rippled past her and was gone inside.
“What are you at!? Jesus, you can’t just go…”
Already from the interior, “I’m dying for the loo,” called a voice that
would brook neither delay nor dissension.
Ten minutes passed. There was still no sign of her emerging. “Oh for
feck sake!” he muttered, teeth clenched. Some minutes before, a fluent discharge in an exterior pipe had suggested a toilet flush. Anticipation had then gradually given way to frustration. The only other
sound, above the din of the television, was a persistent whining and
occasional rush of scratches at an outhouse door; a dog locked in a
shed somewhere. Twice he glanced around, as if help or encouragement might be found there. “Well feck this anyway!” he hissed again,
then made through the tentative entrance.
From the very first step, it felt like transgression. The interior was
loud, stale, unreal. Shadows stretched and flittered about the walls and
over the flagstones like dark insubstantial flames. Incongruous, flippant music was booming out of the television. His eyes on the
corpse—for surely it was a lifeless thing—he edged toward the interior doorway. “Yasser!” he called, muting his voice lest it disturb the
cadaver. “Hi, Yaz?”
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Briefly, he peered into the deaf hallway. Across the carpet poured a
rhomboid of yellow light. He nodded in the direction of the dead man
as though apologising, then sidled by touch toward it. Curiously, he
had dismissed the thought that in the bungalow there might live a second inhabitant. He backed as far as the open doorway and glanced into
what he knew would be a bedroom. There she lay, booted, jacketed,
face down across the duvet, head in the crook of her arm, from the
corner of her mouth to her thumb a fine thread of drool. She hadn’t
even removed the backpack.
He extinguished the light, tiptoed out, closed over the door. Then he
went back to the living-room and, examining for a spell the washes of
light over the waxen face and scalp, he turned down rather than muted
the television. Some piety held him from turning it off entirely, or
from changing the channel. On a plate at the foot of the chair, set by
the dead hearth, the cat was savaging the carcass of a meal.
He tiptoed into the kitchenette, turned the tap, and drank greedily at
the icy water that stuttered out of it. Then he retraced his steps, closed
the outer door and rattled it to be sure it was secure. He then sat, back
to the wall of the tiny hallway, in a dream-haunted vigil, the head jerking upright after each gradual subsiding. If anyone were to chance upon the house, a relative, say, it wouldn’t do at all to find the two intruders sleeping in the bed.
II
He was up and about long since, foostering through the exterior sheds
to baffle the growls of his hunger, when she finally appeared in the
doorway. Barefoot, T-shirt and jeans, stretching blithely as an animal.
It was past eleven. “Hi Alpha-Nerd,” she waved, “any chance you
could figure how to get the shower working?” He squinted at the apparition. “Are you serious?” Her silence said it all. He was an idiot.
“Very well!” he said, tossing down an axe he’d encountered. “I’ll see
what I can do.”
Following her inside, he was surprised to find the TV screen dead, the
kitchenette in disarray, two press doors open, sundry items on the
counter by the sink. “What were you doing in here?” he asked, eyes
hovering now over the slumped man.

She shrugged. “Trying to make us porridge. Then the electricity went,
paff!”
Doubtfully he eyed the kettle, the open pack of Flahavan’s beside it.
Two bowls, with spoons in them, something from a cautionary fairy
tale. Tealeaves like ants or grains of gunpowder trailing to an open
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caddy. A collapsed sugar-bag. He shut his eyes and watched the darkness spark. Best not to think. “You must have tripped a fuse,” he offered.
“So come on then, fix it, Mr. Nerd.”
“Let me find the box first, would you?”
Even though he was ravenous, even though the dead man could have
no possible use for the open packets, it did not sit easy with him that
she’d riffled the interior of the cupboards. And she was being so
bloody nonchalant about the whole thing, almost sing-song! Ach, his
scruples were silly, no doubt. The result of insomnia and fraught
nerves. Two further considerations held him from picking her up on
it. Number one, she must be even more ravenous than he, having
emptied her guts several times over the night before. And number
two, an hour since, he’d carried out a first, albeit tiny, disobedient act.
He’d had a sneaky check of his phone messages.
How long would it need to be on, he’d reasoned, before they got a fix
on it? After all, he wasn’t about to make a call out. Not even 171. And
they were only a dozen miles across the border, not even. That was
hardly enough for Vodaphone UK or whatever they had up here to
kick in. Besides, was there any reason they’d be interested in the
whereabouts of this particular phone, even if they had connected it to
the theft of a tank of petrol outside of Kilkenny; even if they had in
some manner linked that tank of petrol to the flight of Yasmin Hasan
from the college. Seriously, what were the chances?
All the same he’d limited it to the briefest of surveys. He weighed the
device for a minute, scrutinised the kitchen window to see if there was
any sign she was up and about, then ignited it. It kicked like a live
creature. Three messages and a missed call, all from Nigel. In order of
date, the messages were “R u meant 2 b thelma r louise?”; “Ring!”
and “Get in touch cant u”, no apostrophe. There was also a voicemail.
Before he could commit himself to checking it, his thumb had extinguished the phone.
The fuse-box wasn’t hard to locate and he flicked up the thrown
switch. Instantly, the TV burst back to life. The kettle gave a low gurgle, the water reconfiguring. “Yay!” she called. From the fuse-box he
moved quickly to the bathroom, tugged at a string, saw a red light
blink on. She slid by him with irony and pushed him out the door. He
heard the shower stutter into life, then heard her voice, muffled and
feminine. “Hoy! Get a fire going, lover mine. It’s Baltic out there.”
Grand, so. Chopping wood would at the least afford him another opportunity not to think. When first he’d woken fully out of his fitful
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vigil at the backdoor, he’d tiptoed in as far as the bedroom and edged
the door. She was under the duvet now but for two limbs, still as a
centrefold; on the floor the boots empty and askew, the knapsack still
hugging the collapsed jacket like a koala, the jeans pulled inside-out
alongside them. He’d stood for a transgressively long time, the vision
a part of the unreality of insomnia, but a gorgeous part of it. Then he’d
eased the action of the door handle and tiptoed out past the dead man,
head angled so as not to allow his presence enter beyond the periphery
of vision, and left the house.
At that time, he had who knew how much time to kill and little purposeful activity with which to kill it. There were too many questions,
scruples and apprehensions haunting the recesses to allow him simply
enjoy the escapade. Now at least there was wood to be chopped. Feeling vaguely ludicrous, he set his feet apart, spat into his palms, then
drove the axe into a stump where it instantly stuck fast. It took him
much effort with foot and both arms and quite a few obscenities before it squeaked free. The third stroke sent a wicked shiver up through
the haft that struck the bones of his hand like a blow. Fuck this for a
game of soldiers! There was one outhouse he had yet to check, the one
from which, even now, the high whines of the dog were emanating,
thinner than before. Perhaps it was a coal-shed. Why not? The hearth
in front of which the dead man was slumped had been grey with ash.
He had to have burned something in it.
Oscar attended to the whining, high and plaintiff and interrupted by a
desperate snuffling in proportion as he approached. Would it be a vicious bastard? Probably, though possibly it was merely starving. The
cat had fair torn into that plate of scraps and bones that the old man
had set down by the fire. Besides, Oscar had found a nest of bloodied
feathers earlier where it had presumably ambushed a bird of some
kind. But a dog, locked into a shed? At the very least it must be
parched. Who knew how long the old man had been slumped there?
But could he chance letting it out? A cat, at least, wouldn’t savage
you.
Briefly, he was put in mind of a jingle his father, that shy man, would
recite as a party piece:
Edward Carson had a cat, it sat upon the fender
And every time the fire spat the cat cried “No Surrender!”
She wouldn’t get it, though. A pity. Too much exegesis required; the
old man-killing parishes and all that. Great hatred, little room. “Wait a
minute!” he said, aloud. “Wait just one minute!” In his mind’s eye,
beside the plate of scraps the cat had ravished there’d stood a bucket.
A few old bricks of turf, rough-hewn as though dug from a bog. There
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had been, hadn’t there? He threw down the axe, marched back toward
the house, ignored the cascade of scraping that assaulted the door of
the shed. Well feck it, if they were to stay till after they’d breakfasted,
they might just as well be warm! It was just a case of manoeuvring the
old man’s chair away from the fireplace.
For the first time, he examined the body at close quarters. In the daylight it was ashen, incontrovertibly lifeless. The air about it was
charged with an odour of decrepitude, faint but persistent. It was the
mouldy cardboard waft he associated with charity shops, but underlain
by something more offensive, too. The mouth was agape, toothless,
rimed with spittle. The eyes, half-closed, were two glass beads, a
child’s attempt to express country slyness. The pate was mottled like a
trout and faintly scabbed, giving way to abrupt brown ridges where it
met the weather-beaten forehead as though two distinct complexions
had been clumsily grafted together. He resisted the instinct to tamp
down the wisps of a white corona. “Well, old-timer,” said Oscar. To
move the chair without a single word seemed a breach of etiquette. In
protest against the grain of the drag, the body juddered rigidly.
He was still involved in the painstaking manoeuvre when herself arrived, a bath-towel dangling from her chest to her middle thigh. With
another, she’d begun to pat out the magnificent tendrils of her hair.
Simultaneously, Oscar was host to a throb of desire and a prickly sensation at the inappropriateness both of her state of undress and of his
throb. Framed in the doorway she looked from him to the empty grate,
still cold with unswept ash.
“Tell me, have you ever seen a corpse, Oscar?”
“I have actually,” he said, in reflex. His abrupt tone meant he now had
to follow it up, to lay at her feet a fact. “I saw my Mam’s. The Da
threw a wake for her when she passed on. I must have been ten at a
guess.” When she didn’t reply he heard himself add, as though by way
of apology, “She’d been sick for the longest time.”
She was surprised. Not impressed, surprised. It struck him how little
she knew about him, how little curiosity he’d ever elicited. “What did
she look like?”
“What did she look like?” Both hands still on the back of the chair, he
considered. “You mean, after…” What was the word?
“Yep. After.”
“I remember,” the memory was unreal, shadowy, underexplored,
would gain in reality as he now gave it words, “I remember a house
filled with whispers.” That wasn’t it. “I remember being stuffed into a
blue suit, and then all these poshly dressed grown-ups shaking my
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hand like I was a grown-up too.” That wasn’t it, either. “But what I
remember most, can you guess?” She waited for him to go on. “I’m
not surprised. What I remember most are the bursts of frivolity. Boisterous, uneasy frivolity. ‘God rest her,’ declared my father, his hand at
the head of the coffin, ‘but she wouldn’t begrudge us a laugh.’ Hey,
you do know there’s a law in Ireland says no one is allowed to be buried until such time as someone says sure they wouldn’t begrudge us a
laugh?”
“Yeah, but what did she look like?”

He stared at her, not understanding.
“Had she been prettified?”
“Mam?” He lived again the dark scent of mahogany and polish so
powerful it was a taste, the hand at his shoulder ushering him forward
to peer over the fluted edge. “She looked like a dummy out of a waxworks. Only, I remember thinking at the time it wasn’t a particularly
good likeness.”
She thought about this for a minute; processed it. “You see Oscar I’ve
seen plenty of corpses. Old, young. Not prettified,” she stressed, her
eyebrows hoisting then dropping, a semaphore for QED. Her point
made, the subject was closed. He could stop pussy-footing with the
chair and get on with setting the fire.
III
It was she who’d released the dog. After the turf had begun to settle in
the grate, after the porridge, after the milkless tea and her determinedly loud inventory of the cupboards and freezer (nothing at all could be
salvaged out of the fridge’s sour exhalation), she’d bundled his reluctance toward the shower.
“No, I wouldn’t feel right about it Yaz.”
“Yeah? Well let me tell you something, mister, you’re beginning to
stink worse than the stiff, you know that?”
The stiff, Christ! “So what am I supposed to use for a towel?”
“They’re at the top of the hot press. If you wouldn’t feel right about
that,” she trumped his delicacy, “you can use the same ones I used,”
at which the wet towel was slapped peremptorily around his face.
To be fair to her, the shower was glorious. It steamed at the very
threshold of pain, so scalding it froze his skin. It refreshed like a good
evacuation or an hour of deepest sleep, set his spirits soaring. He even
found himself singing, had to stop abruptly out of respect for the deceased.
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By the time he was outside and towelling his head against the frosty
air, she’d freed the dog, a mongrel three-fourths border collie with
one eye dark, one agate. A wolf’s eye. It slunk toward him in a craven, suspicious arc, hair bunched on its shoulders like a fur stole. “He
doesn’t bite,” she called, brightly.
“Oh yeah?”
“I was talking to the dog!”
“Oh, ha ha!” He made to go back inside, to finish drying himself.

“Listen, can you get your RTE up here?”
His RTE. He shrugged I guess.
“What time is their news meant to be on, anyhow?”
“One,” he said, not at all relishing the lack of courtesy that fiddling
about to change the dead man’s channel would entail. All the same, it
was as well to know how things stood down in Dublin.
That evening they had their first falling out. From the news at one and
again at six, it was clear that Gareth Hunt remained in intensive care,
his injuries serious but not life-threatening. For more than thirty-six
hours he’d remained in a coma. That silence took them only to Thursday morning and it was now Friday evening. Still nothing, beyond the
definite line of inquiry the Gardaí were pursuing. Neither names nor
photographs enlivened the brief report. Had the man spoken, or was
he still too heavily sedated? Maybe the wanker thought better of dragging up anything suspect involving one of his students. But the point
was, they didn’t know. He might be playing games with her. For all
they knew the guards might be playing games with her.

Nigel would know the score.
“I’m sorry, did you say Nigel?”
“Whatever you might think about him, he’d have his ear to the ground
on this one.”
“Yeah if he could let go of the Xbox for long enough he might!”
“Why not ask him? What’s to lose? He texted me to say to…” She
stared. Too late, he realised his mistake. “Yeah I checked my texts
earlier. Hey I only had the phone on for twenty seconds. Twenty seconds max.” Stony silence. “I didn’t make any calls out, okay?”
She looked at him as if he’d just slapped her across the face and was
now coolly deciding whether it was worth her while to exterminate
him. “You texted him,” she said, at length.
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“No. I told you. He texted me. I just read them, is all.”
Frost descended on the room. If there was one thing that Oscar Finn
couldn’t abide, it was the silent treatment. His step-mum had medals
for it. So his thoughts raced around the four walls, desperate to light
upon an idea, any idea. Instead they lighted upon the phone. A landline! He sat up and clacked his fingers. “I’ve got it! How about I do
call him and ask what’s up,” he waved his smartphone, a decoy, “only
I use your man’s phone?”
“Yeah that’s brilliant Oscar.”
“Why not?” In the smouldering absence of a reply he tried to imagine
one. Because they had a trace on Nigel’s number? But that was patently ludicrous. Perhaps even now she was realising the same thing.
She rose. She left the room. “Do what you like for all I care,” she
sighed from the doorframe.
Later, he found her sitting by the gate, one of the farmer’s caps aslant
on her head. His impulse was to admonish her for the breach of common decency. On the other hand, she looked ridiculously sexy. She
was toying with the collie, cuffing it, pushing its head from side to
side while it pawed her thigh excitedly. Not looking at him. At some
distance the cat watched, totem still, wary of the girl rather than the
dog. “Yeah so I spoke to Nige.”
“And?”
“And nothing. He was more interested in the big question as to
whether I’d got my end away!”
She almost allowed a smile. “So what did you tell him?”
“I assured him my celibacy was intact.” He was on the point of adding “regrettably”, but he didn’t want to push the thaw too far. “For
what it’s worth, the rumor-mill has you fighting Hunt off with the helmet.” Pause. “They’re all sure it was you.”
She seemed disinterested. “Yeah?”
“Yeah. They figure it must’ve been a student seeing how it happened
in his office and nothing was taken. I mean, nothing bar the helmet.
Oh yeah, the word around college is it happened that evening, not
eleven o’clock. So I guess that means either Hunt hasn’t said anything, or if he did, he let on about the time.” There’d been a question
churning in his gut for three days now. “Can I ask you, what was the
story with you guys in first year anyhow?” Another hiatus, while she
nuzzled and repulsed the collie with its one domestic, one atavistic
iris. “I mean, were you seeing each other or what?”
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“Hunh!” she snorted. “He tried it on enough times, that’s for sure.”
Then she stood, made for the gate, and clicked “Come on boy!”
Later again, his compunction was once more disturbed. They were
getting ready for an early night. “I’m not at all sure about kipping in
the man’s bed, Yaz.”
“Yeah? So go kip in a haystack if it makes you feel better.”
“It’s just, you know…”
If she did know, she wasn’t showing it. She was sitting on the bed, he
hovering at the threshold. She’d already zipped off her boots and now,
in full view, she peeled the jeans down her legs and kicked them inside-out onto a chair he had no memory of seeing before. She must
have dragged in from the kitchen expressly. “So?” she said.
“So,” he shrugged. All at once, as if from extreme fatigue, his resistance subsided. Two minutes later, in boxers, in darkness, he shuffled under the duvet against her. He resumed the same hugging position as on previous nights, pressed into her back, knees folded under
hers. But on previous nights, they’d been fully dressed. Through her
light T-shirt her body radiated animal heat. His erection was patent as
an exclamation mark. When she’d felt its presence she’d guffawed.
Several eternal minutes passed. He could sense that her eyes were
open. So, by slow degrees, he attempted to alter the meaning of the
embrace. Tentatively, he drew gentle circles on her bicep with his
thumb, just under the gap where the sleeve ended. After a while, when
that had raised no protest, he planted a light kiss at the nape of the
neck. No response. But then, no discouragement, either.
He could both feel and hear his own hot breath blowing over her skin.
After about thirty iterations he chanced a light nibble on the shoulder.
“Don’t,” she said, with the barest stiffening. Later, though, she intertwined his fingers. He read the gesture to include the possibility that
what she’d meant had been “Don’t, yet.”
IV
The next day, Saturday, the waft of decrepitude was palpable. It had
aroused the lethargy of a housefly. All day it remained, stupefied by
winter, a lewd raison congealed at the corner of the nether lip. Unable
to convince her to resume the road while the sun was still feebly shining, Oscar spent as much of the day as he could away from the house.
The tool-shed in which the dog had been confined was a mausoleum
inside which time had grown old. Once the door’s arthritic hinges had
been ratcheted open, the interior smelled of rust and spores, of axle-grease
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and damp masonry. The shelves were crowded with ancient painttins; with yellowed plastic tubs of screws, nails, and washers; with
oxidised cans and boxes in faded labels from another age. Through
cracks, long wax-white tendrils had probed the blind interior. There
was a roughly built wooden table with a vice-grip, there was a clutter
of broomsticks and handles with a bizarre assortment of timeencrusted heads. High up was a tiny window filmed over with cataracts of dust and filament, and in every corner hung opaque nests of
milky cobweb that were nightmares of insect wings and disarticulated
limbs. It made a passable hideaway for the bike and helmets.
That done, Oscar passed the chief of the day scouting the fields, getting a sense, as he would tell her if she asked, of the lay of the land.
What he was really about was getting a sense of their escapade, and of
this foreign woman who’d initiated it—he could no longer think of
her as a girl, merely. Under his leathers his jumper was itching him.
She’d cajoled him to hand-wash his underthings, after which she’d
hung them outside. He’d reluctantly consented to borrow a pair of the
old man’s socks, but he drew the line at the baggy Y-fronts and vest
she’d set out for him on the bed. With his crotch, too, he had to be
careful while he stalked the frozen fields.
One curiosity. The dog wouldn’t go with him. It slunk along, stirring
its tail in slow motion, but only as far as the first corner. Beyond this
it would not venture. It had formed too strong a bond with its liberator, she who gave it scraps to eat and played roughly with its adoration. On the other hand it would not enter the house. Perhaps this inhibition dated back to the old regime, but Oscar couldn’t help but think
that the misgiving was aroused by the whiff of putrefaction that tainted the air. The cat showed no such compunction and trotted blithely
about the place, mewling up to Yasmin’s constitutional antipathy, recovering quickly and stubbornly from each and every rebuff.
Musing upon the cat, playing variations on the theme, he considered
the bizarre aetiology of her loathing. Nige maintained it was one of
the great conundrums of physics, why time’s arrow pointed in one
direction only. But did it? Was it not rather our awareness of time that
ran in one direction only, like a record moving under a needle? Perhaps the Great Chronologer played with time like a DJ scratching a
disc forward and back, forward and back. If consciousness runs one
way only, how would we know the difference? With no absolute
against which to measure or calibrate, every occasion wouldn’t just
seem the first occasion, it would be the first occasion. Wind back the
clock, our knowledge of what was to come would unwind too. Several times, in several formulations, he’d put that argument to his flatmate,
who in his exasperating manner did that trick with his left eyebrow to
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suggest superiority and promptly changed the subject or the channel.
Yet in his gut, Oscar empathised with her misgiving. There was some
ontic absurdity in Humpty Dumpty rising from the dust and spontaneously slowing back together again that provoked queasiness. Now, at
some point in space-time, there had been a catastrophic convergence
of Gareth Hunt’s motorbike helmet and his skull from which the latter
had come off the worse. If she could rewind that particular reel, would
she? He doubted it. And what about Oscar? That Topaz garage, say.
Because the point was this, even though it had been done on the spur
of the moment, yet there had been an instant calculation behind the
lie. At the level of instinct, or reflex, some shrewder spur had impelled him to take the step that could not be taken back. Not exactly
Cortes burning the ships, but it committed him to the adventure. It set
him on a course that was parallel to hers.

Of course he’d known, even as he’d muttered “no, no petrol,” that this
wasn’t so. Doing a runner from a garage was scarcely on a par with
leaving a lecturer stretched out unconscious. For God’s sake it wasn’t
even irreversible. A squaring of the bill and an apology for the oversight and chances were the whole misadventure would be duly forgotten. W ent clean out of my head, I don’t know what I was thinking.
You’re grand, son, sure it happens every day of the week, we’ll say no
more about it. She could hardly say the like to Gareth Hunt, even if
she had a mind to.
He found that he’d come to the very barn where, two evenings previously, she’d stunned the bird with a single shot. He moved to the
doorway as if to verify that the incident had actually taken place. The
white sun, that all day had scarcely cleared the hedgerows, cast long
and well-defined shadows, turning the floor into a moonscape of
muck and cowpats. He entered, smiled wanly at the childishness of
the trap he’d set. There was a rumour of wings in the rafters, pigeons
probably. One corner had a dozen bales of hay. If she’d agree to leave
the house they could do worse than hole up here for the night. But
what were the chances? Three times already he’d hinted they were
bound to be discovered in that infernal farmhouse.
A thought took him. The door of the tool-shed had been stiff, the
hinges rusted and misaligned. He’d had to force them in order to wobble it shut, and then had to hoist the door so the bolt would slide in.
Everything about it declared its lack of use. So how came the dog to
be locked in there?
Oscar hunkered down, the better to pursue the thought. Did the old
man shut the dog in there every night? There was nothing in the interior to suggest it; no bowl or dish; no lead; no receptacle for water.
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Nor had he noticed any dog-hairs. So had it been a one-off? A punishment? A precaution, because poison had been put down in one of the
fields hereabouts? Perhaps the animal had taken a hen. But it didn’t
appear the kind of dog that would take a hen. Too… domesticated,
notwithstanding the mismatched eyes. It must have been pretty much
starving by the time she’d released it, but it had taken any scrap that
Yasmin had offered it with a gentle mouth.
And that was another point, how long precisely had it been locked in
there?

Earlier in the day, he’d made a half-assed attempt to gauge how long
the old man had been dead. Overnight the body had slumped in the
chair, and was nowhere as stiff as when he’d first moved it stutteringly from the fireplace. He’d loathed going anywhere near it, and held
his breath till his lungs clamoured against the proximity of decomposition. He’d decided to examine the stubble. There was nothing of
course to say that the man had shaved on the day of his death, but
what you could say with certainty was that he hadn’t been next or
near a razor since then! Rather than touch the corpse with its grotesque housefly, Oscar had tipped the chair backwards on its legs until
the head lolled back and rolled, the fish gape exhaling a horrible bubble of gas that all but had him gagging. The jowl, marbled like beef,
was hoared over now, a fine stubble glistering and erect like a field of
filings tickled by a magnet. But its metallic presence seemed to have
as much to do with the watery light streaming in through the window
as from any actual growth. Beneath the jaw was a longer, soft white
down, untouched by a razor.
Ach, who was he kidding? He was no forensic scientist.
A new thought took him as he crouched by the trap. What precisely
had killed the old man? A stroke? A heart attack? Possibly. But suppose it hadn’t been he who had locked the dog in the shed. Suppose it
had been an intruder. Say an autopsy were to show that he’d been suffocated and then dragged into that chair, they could tell that sort of
thing. And then say they found the two of them, still squatting there,
three days later. What was to say they hadn’t done the old man in?
But if it had been an intruder who’d locked away the dog, what possible motive was there? There’d been no sign of a burglary, of anything
having been rifled. Unless of course the supposed assailant had
known precisely what they were looking for, and where to find it. A
relative, say; a wayward son who’d wanted to destroy a will that cut
him out of the inheritance.
No. It was too farfetched. It was something himself and Nigel might
have dreamed up as a film-script before Nige had become a CGI nerd
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and general pain-in-the-arse. All the same, if he could think of how to
give it maximum leverage, he might use the thought to coax herself
away from that accursed farmhouse.
And then? That was the crux of the matter. That was the question that
three days of biking and running and hiding and shivering and embracing her electric proximity had allowed him to evade. And then?
Addressing those two innocent words was the real purpose of his present wanderings. Because at one level, it was far easier for her to answer “and then?” In her case, it was largely a geographical question.
She’d mentioned catching the boat to Scotland. She had no family
here; therefore, she had no responsibilities, here. There was a brother
in France she scarcely spoke of, parents who were separated and who
weren’t even living in the same country. No, Yasmin Hasan was free,
and being free had made her a free spirit.
All the same, her insensitivity about the old man’s body had taken
him aback. It bothered him far more than the fact of her having
fetched Gareth Hunt such a clatter that he’d woken up in the ICU.
Funny, that lack of courtesy should trouble him far more than violence. It was how he’d been raised. Theirs was a quiet house, his own
old man a shy individual overshadowed by Oscar’s step-mum. That,
too, was part of the crux, because if he was to look “what then?”
square in the eye, if he was to say to “what then?” I’m going to live to
the full this road-movie that has been thrust upon me, then he’d have
to deal with the matter of his father.
More companions than sweethearts, his real parents had married, finally, only after the mother’s diagnosis, on foot of it perhaps. And the
old man was already the wrong side of fifty when Oscar had been
born. A late pregnancy, unexpected. Unwise. None of his schoolfriends had folks so elderly. At parent-teacher meetings, Oscar had
been aware of the discrepancy to the point of embarrassment. When
he was seven or eight, to his shame, he’d remained silent when Dots
O’Leary had asked were they his grandparents awaiting him at the
school gate.
If he were to leave, now, on a whim… but damn it all, it wasn’t the
fifties or sixties! There wasn’t the slow haemorrhage of the young
you’d see on Reeling in the Y ears, the lost generation who’d left behind a country of old men. These days you Skyped, you flew home
for long weekends. And it wasn’t as if his old man would object to
him dropping out of a course he never entirely saw the point of.
As for herself…
The stepmother had come into their household when Oscar was eleven. She was eighteen years younger than his dad, an efficient woman
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not much given to laughing. There’d been none of that hostility you
might hear about, the stranger displacing the idealized image of the
dead mother. No new sibling was forthcoming to displace him, and
was hardly likely to now she was well beyond childbearing age. Nor
had she arrived with any visible baggage from her previous marriage.
But from the first, they’d got off to a bad start.
It was a question of awkwardness rather than resentment; on her part
too. For the simple fact was, Oscar Finn never knew how to address
the woman. Mother or Mum was simply wrong. Sandra was too familiar. Mrs Cummins was obsolete with the marriage. Oscar had fallen on
the expedient of never actually addressing her by name, instead supplying a cough or an “em” as required. She was aware of this, and she
let him know she was aware of it. She eyed him with an air of mild
irony, he the perpetually gauche perpetual adolescent. It was an expression that would alter not a jot when she heard her stepson had taken flight.
Oscar shivered. The light, what was left of it, was cold. It was time to
head back. Besides, he was ravenous. Time enough for scruples after
they’d eaten.
V
Their second falling out was more serious than the first.
When he got back within sight of the farm, the lights were on, the
glow butter-coloured. At the gate, the dog slunk out of the evening
and nosed his hand. The agate eye, and Tír na nÓg in runic letters. Not
for the first time, Oscar was seized with a feeling of déjà vu, as though
he’d caught at last the Great Chronologer scratching the record back
and forth, back and forth. Or maybe he was what’s-his-name Guy
Pearce in Momento, forever reliving the same screenplay.
The table was already laid. Turf was glowing and greying in the grate.
He could have scripted that, too. He pulled off his boots, caked in
winter mud, then held his breath against the fetor while he crossed
reverently to the sink to wash his hands. Yasmin observed his actions
with an amused irony uncomfortably close to that of his step-mum. It
was not an analogy he was prepared to entertain.
She was no great shakes as a cook, that much was apparent. All the
same, his delicious hunger had already wolfed the conglomerate of
sweetcorn, spaghetti-hoops and fish-fingers before he noticed the
trove in his dessert bowl: coins of brass and silver over a few bizarre
looking notes. He tipped it out, slid the coins into corresponding piles.
The total, with the notes, came to just shy of thirty pounds. He looked
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at her warily.
“Came across it in a biscuit-tin,” she shrugged. When he said nothing
to this, she added “We’ve no other sterling, my love.”
He dragged the hoard back into the bowl, pushed it to one side,
sniffed, rubbed his eyes. His own voice sounded foreign to him, quiet,
viscous with phlegm. “I’m surprised,” he said, “you didn’t try his
trouser pockets while you were at it.” She looked right at him, her
smirk cancelling out a tone he’d tried to lace with sarcasm. Her arm
extended across the table, the fingers opening singly, like petals. In
the palm, a miraculous medal and a scapular of the Sacred Heart.
“You didn’t! For Christ’s sake,” he muttered, his breath unsteady. For
a while he considered the mockery on her brow. “Okay. Y ou’ll say he
can’t possibly have any use for the cash, am I right? Maybe so. But I
got to tell you Yaz, I don’t feel right about any of this, you know?”
Her expression hadn’t changed one iota, the lynx eyes, the amused
brow. “Okay. Suppose his family were to discover us here, (yeah?),
with your man sitting there God knows how long at this stage. What
are they going to think?” The question hung heavy above them, a limp
flag, unsaluted. He began to feel angry. “I’ll tell you what they’ll
think. They’ll think we’re a pair of monsters. And maybe they wouldn’t be too far wrong.”
“So what are you proposing? Hey, you want to phone the police, the
phone is right there mister! There’s no one stopping you.”
Check. He to play. He looked at it, a prosthetic-coloured piece, as
though the answer to her challenge might be somehow inscribed
there. He took a deep breath. “Look I’ve been thinking Yasmin. Suppose we go back to Dublin?”
“Hunh! And do what?”
“I mean, what’s the worst that can happen?” Her stare suggested that
it was obvious. “Even if Hunt was to tell the guards it was you hit
him, you could argue self-defence. I mean, the man was way out of
line. He’s the one should be running scared, not you.”
“I’m out of the college, pal. Forget the guards!” She exhaled, hotly.
“Okay, let me spell it out for you. No college, no visa.” Her delivery
was becoming vicious. “You ever spent the night in a sleeping-bag
queuing on Burgh Quay?”
“Hunh!” he snorted.
She wasn’t prepared to let the question be rhetorical. “Well? Have
you?”
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“There’s other colleges, Yaz.”
“Yeah right. They’re going to take me in with my references?”
“Hold on. Think, a minute. They’re going to expel you? Not a
chance! More likely Hunt is facing the heave-ho. Think about it for a
minute. The media would have a field day with this particular baby!
A college lecturer, (right?), calls a student in to his office at half ten at
night, then tries it on with her…?”
For a minute she stared at him, as if assessing his trustworthiness, or
else his stupidity. “Who said he tried it on?”
The six words struck him with the force of a blow, winding him.
When he’d at last drawn breath, he whispered “Jesus Yasmin, what
are you saying to me?”
Silence, broken only by the tumble of ashes in the grate. All at once
the dusk seemed to have thickened in the unlit room, become tangible; in it, under it, the sweet, disgusting spoor of decomposition. Now
it was a house of ticks and groans, the furniture as if recalibrating. In
the half-light, only her eyes retained their lustre. “He told me he was
failing me.”
Oscar shook his head, an invitation to go on. But he was aware, even
as he listened, that there were cross-currents tugging laterally inside
him. He sensed he was working quite deliberately now toward a show
-down; that the outburst, when it came, would be less than honest.
Her words had stunned him, yes. But there was something of his own
in the mix. Foreboding? Guilt?
Any trace of amusement had been wiped from her brow. He found
himself gazing at it. Another curiosity: when she frowned, her forehead never became corrugated; rather it puckered lightly, a breeze
playing upon water. “Alright,” she said. “So there was this chunk of
the dissertation he said I’d cut and pasted straight from the web. He’d
underlined it in red. Twice. Put a box around it, in case it might somehow slip away I suppose. The fucker refused to look at me, just tossed
back the dissertation as if it had dirt on it. When he did speak, he was
talking to the window, or more accurately straight to his smug reflection. ‘You are going down, my friend.’” As she quoted him, her eyes
glared like headlights.

“And had you?” She hadn’t understood. “Taken it from the web?”
She shook her head, but not as a denial; rather, she was dismissing the
query. “He knew what he was doing. That fucker knows exactly what
going down means where I’m concerned. Ha ha! Call it revenge if
you want. ‘You are going down, my friend!’ Oscar , you want to have
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heard the way the bastard said it.”
“But how much had you taken off the web?” He examined her pupils,
which seemed to have distilled what little light was left in the room.
When they tried to flick away he held them. In slow motion she shook
her head. “Everyone copies from the web. And don’t you dare tell me
you’ve never done it either.”
He was too busy digesting the thought that Gareth Hunt hadn’t gone
near her to reply that he hadn’t. Still nervous with her revelation, still
feeling the strong cross-current that was threatening to drag him under,
he wasn’t ready to let it go. He felt his thigh pumping up and down, so
that the calmness of his tone surprised him. “Yes but how much, Yaz?
That’s the point here.” To break the interrogation, she stood, took the
plates to the bin, scraped them noisily, angrily. “Fuck you,” she said.
That was it. The damn burst. “Yeah?” His right hand was shaking so
violently he had actually to sit on it to keep it quiet. “So anyone stands
in your way, you just send them to intensive care, that it?”
“Yeah. That’s it!”

“Feck sake! You don’t even…” With his free arm, his left, he gestured
widely toward the body of the old man, slumped and stupid. Some
force was impelling him once more to take the step that couldn’t be
taken back. There was another current, even deeper. A wilder current,
dangerous as a riptide. And he, Oscar, sensed that he was forcing a
breach with her because he couldn’t face how full-on crazy he was
about her. Probably she sensed it, too. When she spoke, it was with
deathly calm. “So why don’t you fuck off back to Dublin?”
“Maybe I will.”

She tossed back her hair, guffawed, pronounced with understated derision the verdict: “Mama’s boy.” It was so perfect that Oscar Finn actually laughed. That’s how much his presence had meant to her! Had she
even heard him say that at ten years of age he’d been present at his
mother’s wake?
A minute extended, a second. It would have been impossible to say if
the silence was characterised by distance or by intimacy. “One thing
you all need to understand,” she declared quietly, as much to herself
and to the night as to him, “I’ll never go back.” At first he thought she
meant to Dublin, to the college. Then she added, in a voice thickened
by phlegm, “I will never go back to the dust, and the breeze-blocks,
and the surveillance, and the plastic bags, and the… squalor.”
A spasm shook her. She stepped out from the bin, plates at her knee,
now addressing him directly. He watched a sauce-tear meander toward
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the plate’s edge. “And even that maybe you could get used to. But do
you know the worst of it? Do you Oscar? No! How could you know,
how could any of you? It’s the certainty, the absolute, stubborn, unmoveable certainty that nothing, nothing is ever going to change. That
nothing can ever change. And still you wait, and you…” her fingers
pinched the bridge of her nose as if she were fighting tears, but if she
was, they were tears of anger, “…you even hope, (hope!), and so you
queue up, and you wait, and you try to ingratiate yourself to the odious
indifference of the little man with power, and you go through the thousand daily humiliations that waiting entails. And I know I’d still be
there to this day if it wasn’t for the little bit of pull my father had at
that time.”
She tossed her mane of hair. “I will never go back to it.” Then she
clattered the plates onto the sideboard and faced him directly, jabbing
the dusk with an index finger. “I’d sooner top myself.”
He watched her turn to the low embers, a lovely silhouette. “And I’ll
tell you something, my love, in case you’re in any doubt. If it ever
comes to it, I will.”
VI
Night falls, the fourth night of their escapade. Saturday night.
Oscar Finn’s misgivings return with a vengeance. The stench is either
more palpable or else his imagination has made it so. Nevertheless, he
feels too weary to argue with her, too unsure of his ground. Her revelation has wrong-footed him. Also, the vehemence with which she has
spoken. And not the vehemence, merely. There was something manic
in her countenance when she recalled the refugee camp. Great hatred,
little room. She said she’d sooner kill herself than go back to it. He
doesn’t doubt it.
But this stay, this sanctuary, is intolerable. The old man deserves his
dignity. If he can’t convince her on those grounds alone, it remains an
incontrovertible fact that sooner or later, they’ll be discovered. They
need to move on. If he is to stay with her, that’s the deal. He’ll leave it
until the morning to insist.
In bed, he lays a palm on the flat of her stomach; her T-shirt has ridden up to map her ribs, and her animal heat is driving the circuits of
his body giddy. He’s horribly tired, they both are. But he doesn’t want
to allow whatever their state is to harden into the awkwardness of platonic friendship. She lets the hand lie there. But then, as soon as he
begins to stroke gentle circles with his thumb, she removes it. Not entirely, though. In fact, she moves his hand and pulls it over her breast!
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Outside of the T-shirt, however, and with her own hand in between it
and any possibility of mischief.
All the same, he is able to interpret the gesture as a postponement of
any decision on her part. And that is enough for Oscar Finn.
Sunday. An oyster sky. They’ve slept the sleep of the dead, both of
them. They’ve woken to a sort of an understanding. Neither is quite
sure which of them first articulated it, or even if it has been articulated.
He is to set off for Dublin. He has a proper rucksack in the flat, eighty
litre; the one he took inter-railing the previous summer. Eighty litres
would fit enough clothes to tide both of them over. She scribbles out a
list of what she wants him to dig out, a list of cosmetics and the like
he shakes his head at in amusement. He may as well be raiding a
pharmacy for all that he knows of women’s toiletries. Across the
breakfast table she slides him her key.
Once again she suggests Scotland, then maybe France. Though nowhere near the crazy brother, yeah? So he’ll need his passport too, if
he is to go along with her. Also, he’ll need to swing by his folks. After all, it’ll be the first time he’s to spend a Christmas away from
them, and his father isn’t a well man. Maybe they’ll offer a few bob;
but he doesn’t like to ask. That way he could pay off the petrol, say it
was an oversight on his part. Otherwise they might stop the bike getting onto the Belfast ferry, who knows?
Will the folks be okay about him dropping out of college?
He shrugs. Probably not. He’s eager to get going. “Take this,” she
says, handing him her Laser and scribbling the PIN on a slip of paper.
“There must be a good three hundred left in it. More, probably.”
He takes the card, doubtful. “How come? I thought you said we
couldn’t use them…”
She face-palms her forehead. “Because, Mr. Alpha-Nerd, it’d be a
good thing if their records were to show I’m still down in the Big
Smoke!”
He smiles. “You’re better at this than I am.” And she is.
He makes for the tool-shed, swinging the helmet like a pendulum.
Against the frosty air he’s recycled the pair of the old man’s socks to
use as makeshift gloves. Her call from the doorway arrests him. She
has the farmer’s cap pushed back on her head, irreverent and sexy as
all hell. The dog is beside her, looking up, an allegory of fidelity.
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“Hey mister! If you’re a good boy, I’ll let you pack my tartan gym
skirt!”
“Nah,” he calls, “it wouldn’t suit me!”
Oscar Finn lays his ear against the flank of the bike and sloshes the
tank. It is perhaps a third full, which will in all likelihood see him back
to Dublin. But he doesn’t know for certain it will. Nor does he know
for certain what he’ll do once he gets there. Use her Laser, obviously;
but will he visit his home, ask them can he borrow a few hundred?
Will he let them know he’ll be gone for maybe months on end?
Will he talk the whole thing over with Nige, allow him to have a shot
at dissuading him from this madcap road-movie? He’ll fill up his rucksack with her belongings, for sure. But how much, if any, of his own
stuff will he push in on top of them? Is Scotland any more real than
Narnia, or Hy Brasil?
He pulls on his helmet. All that can be decided on the hoof. Already
he can envisage the bare hedgerows strobe-lighting the long ride
home. The city must be a good three hours, plenty of time to weigh up
and to mull over and to pursue the adventure as the cold air blows past
him, as the tarmac river races beneath his feet.
What Oscar Finn doesn’t know is that Gareth Hunt has had a second
cerebral haemorrhage. It was a far more powerful rupture than the initial one. The diminishing series of bloody eruptions that followed was
almost instantaneously fatal, and the body is even now being lifted
with the callousness of habit from a hospital trolley, and is being laid
out on a metal table to await the coroner’s knife.
The very next time his foot touches the ground, the dream will be
over.
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Billy Cancel
pig garlic all alone i am glim flash about
this mock feeding what’s your gait now jack
o’legs? because i have been forced into
this business of life & all is a bag of
nails freewheeling handheld camera
plunge 1 snare drum crayon skyline while
in some layered golden landscape prig star gets
the pick of bright vibrancies so i’m withholding
information regarding the alleged hit & run on
the outskirts of baby habit as this has now been
reclassified as an attempt to access everything
else in the cosmos probably the results of
someone courting cecil around highway
tangles unpeopled cityscapes
yes they
have been flooding roads inundating
septic tanks destroying meadows because
a witch was killed here during last
king’s reign turns out i ain’t the only
onion in the stew to lick
paint suck chrome
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not enough west coast turnaround too many
blue hair shows hence i’m fiending up by
power line ridge weak signal 1 bar say
what you like angel of revision this is
a bad go pokes prods demands attention &
i don’t care for such dry mechanical details since
i was in difficulties fairy fire the entire road
green
all the flowers will sustain on the shrub
up to the feast of st.edmund when a great storm
of rain & wind shall blow & herald in the start of
what will become known as
the age of no rooftop parties
jackof-the-dust all that tooth music has
gone right through my potato trap straight
into my knowledge box my position is
vicious void am going
state lamb have geographical
bachelor on hold he’s asking
whose got a blind side? hands up
who took the shine out?
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Charles Cantrell
Risk It
I know it’s dangerous to try and kiss
a wolf, but I’ve always wanted to.
Sometimes you need to risk
something wild. If your life’s boring,
Montherlant said, risk it.
Sometimes it’s exciting to say,
Is there a doctor in the house?
even if no one’s in trouble.
It’s easy to blame God for your boredom,
but where does that land you?
Maybe an evolving fish, bug-eyed, flailing
its way up the mossy bank of a river works.
But really, leave God out. God may be
laboring in the lungs of a shot deer,
or lifting weights with the angels
so many light years away it’ll seem
impossible to calculate. Maybe it’s easier
to wait for the cherries to ripen,
watch crickets somersault in the timothy.
Shadows fill a garden as morning glories close.
I once went to bed, drunk and mad,
because a woman had left me and dreamt
Jane Mansfield served me champagne
in bed. I woke, shivering. I had forgotten
to close the window. It was snowing. It’d be so easy
to kiss a toothless wolf at the zoo
before they put it down.
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Darren C. Demaree
You Don’t Have to Die Well for Me #40
Forty minutes late & gravity is a beast. I have become a cot for the
children to nest in & when I try to ask them to remove the doubledown on my lungs, my voice is filled with winter soil & all I can do is
exhale frozen black & all I can do is cover them in the weight of what
my roots cannot consume. They are fruit & they are not frightened by
the process, but they have no use for the parts of me that cannot be
used. They laugh & they get off of me & am I not calm through any of
it.
You Don’t Have to Die Well for Me #41
Forty-one minutes late & I have given superhero powers to the unconfirmed gods & I have pictured lasers shooting out of the Buddha’s
eyes & I have pictured Vishnu & Allah wrestling onto the car you are
driving & I can see your God telling a joke to the wind that barrels
with laughter into a tree that crashes into a power line that zaps your
beautiful left arm while it dangles out of the window on this beautiful
day. All of the butterflies all over the world are flapping their wings &
we are fucked because of it. I fear the consequences of standing up.
I fear my own voice.
You Don’t Have to Die Well for Me #42
Forty-two minutes late & I’ve covered all of our china with cheap,
blue plastic picnic plates & I’ve begun to count the beads of moisture
that are appearing when I flip them over to see if it’s time to reheat the
food, so that I can reheat the food a second time before you arrive
home. I’ve resigned myself to the idea of cooking the same meal
three times, because I can’t think of another mountain to sacrifice.
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Taylor Graham
This Is My Office
I rise before first light,
let the dogs out into the dark wild
and listen for Screech Owl whispering
her soft falling call from somewhere
very close, maybe an oak over-leaning
the tool shed. This is the time
when sight gives over to sound, smell,
touch—if it might rain or already
a warm breeze is stirring news
from down the valley
or off the higher hills. My office
is between bedrock mortar and monitor,
trouble-maker river flowing
from a thunder sky. Roadside chicory,
a glimpse of fox.
Driving the gold trail, I saw
green fields and pasture, orchards,
vineyards disappear into
the haze of distant woodland,
forest, snow of the Crystal Range.
This is my office.
It has to do with the work
of seeing, with praise.
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Volcanoville
We keep a stack of newsprint for woodstove fires, come winter. Dead news.
News burning in the canyon—tendrils
of flame windswept up the ridge, as fire loves
to climb. Crackle of needles catching the
advance. Ravens on wind, settlers escaping.
I didn’t know anyone still lived in that old
mining town, ghost town when the gold gave out.
They say the lucky prospectors
buried their gold—and never found it again.
They say White miners envied the Chinese
their rich-strike; got drunk one night,
locked those foreigners in a cabin, burned
alive; shot the ones trying to escape.
They say the town got its name by mistake—
a nearby peak they took for a volcano.
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John Grey
Finding the Body
The yellow rays from my flash
ran ahead of me across the floor of the foyer,
the fancy stone tiles of the kitchen,
the plush carpet of the oak-paneled parlor,
then took a quick glissade up the French windows
for the drizzly outdoor grey sideshow.
Then it was back to the places where he lived,
the terra cotta lead-in to the fieldstone hearth,
where a disintegrating log
cried out for reinforcements
before it was no more than ash
and glowing flecks of fire.
The mantel held a row of photographs:
mostly family
but one of a young woman professing much love
above a smart long line in x's
The owner himself was just inside the bedroom door.
holding back my entry with all the strength
that one hundred and sixty pounds of dead weight can muster
I pulled in my stomach, squeezed through,
as someone else must have done
but in the opposite direction.
My beam revealed a cream jacket
and midnight-blue trousers,
black socks but no shoes.
One eye was silvery green;
the other, a red hollow
where a bullet had stopped momentarily
to ask the way to his brain.
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The Circle of Employment
It's five p.m. and I'm worn out.
Just returned from a day tramping the city
looking for work, full-time or part-time.
I need to earn a living.
But the answer's always the same.
Sorry bud, they say, we're looking for someone with experience.
Are there some babies born with a soldering iron in their hand, I wonder?
Are there injections you can get
for knowing all there is to know about selling tires?
I did have my hopes up at the bookstore.
No, I've never sold a thing in my life
but I'm sure I can talk intelligently to a customer
about F Scott Fitzgerald or even Elmore Leonard.
Does that help?
But the man says he's looking for someone
who's worked with a cash register before.
Then we spend ten minutes chatting about
those aforementioned authors
but he still doesn't even bother looking at my resume.
I really am sorry I never went to Cash Register school.
Next, I aimed for the stars.
At least, information technology.
It was an entry level position on the third floor.
Of course, that entry door was, proverbially,
halfway up the side of the building.
I ready to believe, by this,
that even for a position on a cleaning crew
a doctorate is required.
The routine's always the same.
Sounds like a nice gig. Hopes creep up a little.
Disappointment whacks me across the face.
The problem with my life at the moment is that it's all straight narrative.
I'm not settled somewhere so I can let my mind set off in all different
directions.
I have to be in the process of trying to get something.
If I had it...well then that's a whole other story. I just can't tell it yet.
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Phone rings. I'm thinking maybe some company had second thoughts.
But it's just my buddy, Andy inviting me out for a drink.
I've been out drinking with him before, of course.
Which is why I got the job.

76 Poetry

Patricia Heim
Tight Within the Shoes
“It was an accident. I didn’t mean to kill anyone.”
—The Wizard of Oz by L. Frank Baum

At thirteen, I wasn’t a pigtailed orphan named Dorothy, in love with a
garden-plundering pup and living with her aunt and uncle in Kansas.
An extraordinary dream wasn’t about to transform me from the scullery-maid villain I took myself for into a radiant heroine with powerful shoes. But a cyclone was brewing in my body, worsening the disordered state of my mind. Nothing had prepared me for the nightmare
I’d live.
My mother died smack-dab in the thick of my separating from her.
Her role in that process had been to stay put, while I pushed against
her to grow my autonomy and become my own person, to survive the
Sturm und Drang that characterize the struggle: the eye rolling, back
talk, and slamming of doors; loving her one minute and hating her the
next; the pretense that I, at thirteen, could take care of myself. Instead, she did the unthinkable: She up and left me holding the bag.
My six older siblings had already flown the nest, so I was living
alone with my father in Pennsylvania, the prospect exciting, at first,
yet equally unsettling. We hadn’t spent much time together, other
than when, occasionally, he drove me to school. Now that I was too
old to sit on his lap while he read the paper or ride along in his truck
for beverage deliveries, he didn’t seem to know how to be with me. I
didn’t know how to be with him either: As he’d been forever obsessed with earning our keep and had a history of being selfabsorbed, I’d loved and admired him mostly from afar. This coupled
with the fact that I was a girl becoming a woman, while he, my father, was also a man, imbued him with a mystery that rendered him
fascinating.
I’d always liked my father a bit more than my mother, although I
might have loved him less. Thirteen years’ experience, as a child in
our family, had taught me that mothers were the meat and potatoes of
love and fathers merely the gravy. Savory, rich, and un-abundant, he
was merely there, which contributed to my relationship with him being far less conflicted than mine with her. Now that she was gone, I
assumed that, once we’d gotten to know each other, he’d become the
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father I’d always wanted. This would practically make up for losing
my mother: I’d be his radiant daughter and wear powerful shoes, and
my life would be better than it ever had been.
When my mom was alive, since my dad had been the gravy, I scoffed
up every drop of attention he gave me. I loved it when he’d wink at
me, especially during Sunday Mass. Standing tall at the end of the
pew, dark hair slicked back from his formidable forehead, he wore a
suit that flattened the angles of his stick-figure frame, recasting him,
in the stained glass glow, as leading man, corporate executive, possibly, even head of state. I’d be standing in the pew, one or two siblings
and a mother over, when, on registering the wink, I’d blush with
pride, as if privy to some private joke, convinced of being, in that moment at least, the reigning apple of his eye.
I also feared my father and easily lost my footing when he was
around. What patience and tolerance he possessed could go up in
smoke if I wanted or needed him when he was busy. If I found him in
the midst of looking for his pipe, engaged in a project around the
house (one he would’ve procrastinated doing and for which he’d be
missing some tools), steeped in conversation or, more accurately,
griping, arguing, or pontificating, and then misgauged when to say,
“Excuse me, Dad,” and plead my cause, say, ask him for a dime for
the Jack and Jill truck, one of three things might happen. He might
dip his hand into his pocket and dredge up a dime, maybe even toss
me a smile. Bark at me for interrupting, which would hurt my feelings
and make me feel foolish. Or reprove me so sharply I’d consider myself worthless (but if I apologized and bided my time, eventually, he’d
relinquish the dime). How, specifically, he did this, what words he
employed, I don’t recall. In my memory, he resembles a dragon,
spewing something hot, giving not so much a scolding as a veritable
scalding.
Not surprisingly, the most pleasant interactions were often those initiated by him, the unexpected joyful interludes when his heart felt light
and he could be spontaneous: recite an anonymous poem or a funny
rhyme, tell a joke or the tale of the Jersey Devil or a few sad stories of
his hard-knock life.

***
Within a week of my mother’s funeral, I began eighth grade a husk of
the girl I used to be. In seventh grade, like a violet through a crack in
the pavement, I’d poked my way into the popular group. But by the
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following September, motherless, more anxious and self-conscious
than ever before, I shrank from the light and became a wallflower. Because I seemed like someone else, a stranger peering out from a familiar face, my newfound friends reacted by shrinking from me.
That first day of school, what got me out of bed and into my uniform
was the assumption that Sister Helen Walter would finally be my
teacher. A captivating woman of Italian descent, with a deep-belly
laugh and resonant voice, Sister Helen, a few years earlier, had taught
my brother—a mediocre student she was nevertheless fond of—
befriending me along the way. She would tease me playfully whenever our paths crossed, chat with me in a way that made me feel giddy,
as she admired the waves my mom had made in my otherwise straight
and cowlicked hair. She’d told me she was looking forward to teaching me someday.
So I reeled at the announcement that, for the third year straight, I’d
been sentenced to Sister Maria Virginia, a pale, statuesque, volatile
nun who punished her students for the moods that possessed her.
Those dark mornings of her soul, we’d cower at the sight of her entering the classroom. Eyelids at half-mast behind granny-like glasses,
lips tugged into a draconian frown, black shawl wound round her
shoulders and neck (as if to keep her head from flying off). Striding to
the front of the room, rosary beads clattering, her veil snapping wildly
in the wind she kicked up, she’d list five or six subjects along the top
of the chalkboard. “Take out a piece of paper,” she’d whisper, then
proceed to pop-quiz us in every one. Afterward, if you were a boy and
failed to expeditiously locate your homework, she’d upturn your desk
and shake its contents onto the floor, berating you all the while for the
mess that you were.
At recess that morning, I went crying to Sister Helen: Surely, there
had been a mistake that could be undone with a flick of her invisible
wand. Shouldn’t a girl whose mother had just died be given the teacher she preferred, the one more apt to be like a mother to her? Less empathic than I’d expected, Sister Helen shrugged her shoulders and
threw up her hands, defending her impotence: The die had been cast.
When I think about eighth grade, a phantom teacher comes to mind,
also a nun, lacking a specific shape or name. Who other than Sister
Maria would I have run to, after handing in an exam or test, frantic at
the thought that if I so much as glanced up at the clock, I’d stolen an
answer, the warning “Don’t let your eyes wander” drummed into me
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since second grade? No sooner than she collected our papers, I’d be at
her desk, confessing my crime, whereupon she’d reassure me I’d done
nothing wrong. How can it be that, despite Sister Maria’s metamorphosis into a fairy godmother, I’ve preserved her in memory as a
wicked witch?
***
Those early days and weeks after my mother’s death, I was taken
aback by my father’s grief, how it polluted our household like the
plumes of Kentucky Club spooling from his beloved pipe. When he’d
bend down to embrace me, he’d begin to weep and end up clinging to
me. Mistaking me for her, I supposed; he was heavy and smothering,
and I wanted to cast him off so vehemently I frightened myself.
Time and again, at night, his sobbing woke me up. Alone in my bed
and as inconsolable as he, I had no idea how to help him. I couldn’t
fathom the depth of his grief—how he loved my mother, a dead woman, more than me—outraged over my powerlessness to stop it. Couldn’t he see that I, his daughter, was more important, that I needed him
more than he needed his wife?
“Quit your crying,” I’d finally yell, then brace myself to be struck by
lightning.
“Leave me alone,” he’d howl back through his tears.
I hated myself for being mean, hated my father for abandoning me.
But she’d been mine too, as I was the one who’d looked after her. Not
while she was sick, when, at his prodding, I absconded to the swim
club nearly every day. But previously, when he’d been stopping by the
bar on his way home from work, showing up for dinner later and later,
while I waited with her as she quietly burned. I’d been a daughter, a
companion, a pet, and because I’d tried to read her thoughts, accompanied her almost everywhere, and been privy to her anguish, I was
something of a husband to her.
While my father strived to get hold of his emotions and come back to
life, we often dined at a nearby restaurant, which felt like a treat to
me, since, before, we’d always eaten dinner at home. I don’t remember if we conversed: he, at least, asking me about school and I answering. However, I do remember how helpless he looked when I held in
front of my face some schoolbook or the other I’d felt compelled to
bring along, despising him for being so weak, acting out what I dared
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not put into words.
For the most part, my anger toward my father was a feeling I could
tolerate and thus understand. Sitting across the table from him, alone
in a restaurant—akin to being on a date or even married—would have
touched on feelings too frightening to sort out or begin to name. Fear
of the fire and brimstones I expected to rain down on my guilty head:
retaliation from my dead mother for killing her, daring to usurp her as
my father’s wife. As if she, like the postmenopausal Auntie Em
(portrayed in the story by Miss Gulch, on whom Dorothy displaced
her anger toward Em, and disguised in Dorothy’s dream as the Wicked Witch of the West), in the waning of her generative powers, would
have harbored the same rivalry, indignation, and revenge toward me as
I harbored toward her.
Now that my mother was gone, most days I’d return from school to an
empty house. The moment I stepped beyond the threshold, I’d call out
“Mom” and commence searching for her from room to room. “Mom,”
I’d repeat at every turn as I played my game of remembering and pretending. Forced anew, each time, to confront reality, I’d sit down on
the stairs and hold myself tight, rocking; muttering over and over, “I
can’t find my mother. Where in the world can I find my mother?”
Sometimes I’d pick up the phone and dial seven arbitrary digits, as if I
knew the number to heaven. On hearing my voice, I’d fantasize her
saying, “Hi, honey,” before she would ask me about my day. As I’d
done voluntarily when she was alive, I’d recount in detail the most
interesting parts, then ask how things were going in heaven—a resort
she’d gone to on vacation. When there was nothing left to share, I’d
tell her I missed her and say good-bye. After I hung up, I’d gaze out
the window into the yard and picture her taking the laundry down.
Other times I’d retreat to her closet, thumbing through her dresses and
coats, which looked deflated, as if they’d lost the will to go on. Her
long wool coat I especially loved to fondle, remembering how its faux
-mink collar wreathed her face, softening the lines of her gray-green
eyes, accentuating her cheekbones and enviable complexion. After
caressing its sleeves, I’d slip my hands into its satiny pockets, where
she’d always hide the nonpareils she’d brought me from town, then
plunge my face into its pile and fur, hoping in vain to memorize her
essence. Lastly, I’d slide my feet into her “house shoes,” padding
around before kicking them off and scurrying to my room, where I’d
flop facedown on my bed and sob.
***
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Each step I took underscored the fact that I was alone; she was no
longer supporting me from behind, eagerly awaiting my return. The
side of me that resented her for lording it over me; for being preoccupied with her husband and older children, rather than attentive to me;
for comments like, “I’m tired,” “I miss my mother” (the grandmother
who died before I was born), or, “If I’m still here then,” whenever the
subject of my future came up, would have liked to kill her, if she
weren’t already dead. The other side of me that pined for her, that had
been counting on her for my development, longed to follow her into
the grave.
Torn asunder by love and hate; abandonment rage and insatiable
yearning; the wish to die and the desire to live, I pulled myself together by pushing against her with a vengeance. She couldn’t defeat me; I
would be the one to leave. As happened to Dorothy when she ran
away from home—livid with Auntie Em for refusing to save her
“darling” Toto—a storm would gather in my mind. The darkening
skies and violent winds warning me I was breaking her heart, abandoning her, destroying her all over again. To outpace the depression
and despair at my heels, I’d need to focus on something else; I’d have
to prove to myself I was better off without her. All of this took place
outside my awareness.
Although I’d always been conscientious about my schoolwork, I’d
gotten a C in history during the fourth marking period of seventh
grade, the fact of which was as disheartening to my mother as dismaying to me. I interpreted it, at some level, as an act of rebelliousness
toward her. All year long she’d been reading my brother’s books and
writing his papers for twelfth-grade English class, while expecting me
to be the child who’d make her proud.
Mid-fall, when papers were due and test time rolled around, my
searching, phoning, and weeping waned as I began to approach my
schoolwork with zeal. Making sense of the material, mastering it as it
were, seemed to organize my mind, the success and recognition lifting
my spirit to a place where grief no longer existed. Before long, lavish
red-penned Cs (in Catholic school, 100s) were appearing regularly on
my assignments and tests, leading me to consider that I might be more
intelligent that I’d formerly thought.
Despite my elation, on looking over my graded work, I’d recoil in
shame at the ink-blue J.M.J.s (standing for “Jesus, Mary, and Joseph”)
—abbreviated prayers for good luck we’d been trained to place atop
the first page. Mine, however, like little shrieks from a desperate soul,
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hovered not just over every page but every single question and answer.
A more exacting compulsion was praying the rosary, which I did fervently, once a day at the very least, on my knees, in the privacy of my
room, mainly before or in the midst of doing my homework. There
were ten Hail Marys to each of the five “decades,” and if my mind
wandered, which naturally it did, I’d worry I might have skipped a
prayer, the empty spaces as discomforting as leaks in a dyke. To be
safe, I’d back up one or two beads to fill them in, and if my anxiety
persisted, as it usually did, I’d recite several more or start the decade
over again.
At the beginning and end of the rosary, after kissing the feet of Jesus
on the rosary beads’ crucifix as I’d been taught, I’d climb up on my
bed to kiss the crucifix on the wall over my headboard. Often I’d repeat the gesture, being extra quiet if my father, or anyone, was in the
house. What compelled me to engage in so grueling and ultimately
meaningless a task, I cannot say, but, like the mumbo jumbo of witches, wizards, priests, and the insane, counting prayers and kissing the
crucifix could temporarily ward off evil spirits—those potentially
meaningful feelings that threatened to overwhelm me.
In praising the Holy Mother of God, “blessed among women,” begging her to pray for me, a “sinner,” it never dawned on me that I
might be beseeching my own now-perfect, heavenly mother. Entreating her prayers “now and at the hour of… death” never struck me as
concerning my own fear of death. Punishment for the sins I’d committed against her—ugly feelings I believed had caused her to die—my
envy, competitiveness, hate, and rage, which, like my loving feelings,
intensified in her absence, as my suffering was great and she, my
mother, nowhere to be found.
I never spoke of my perplexing behavior or the guilt that hounded me.
However, when my longing for reprieve and a tranquil existence
proved unbearable, I’d rehearse doing so in my head. Imagining the
other, usually my father, his face brimming with compassion before
I’d utter a single word, indicating it was safe to disclose what was tormenting me.
On summoning the nerve, usually after dinner, when he was sitting in
the living room, reading the paper and smoking his pipe, I’d strike up
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a conversation with him. But when the longed-for expression wasn’t
forthcoming, I’d lose my resolve—unlike Dorothy’s Professor Marvel, my father lacked a crystal ball. Although I wanted him to understand the bind I was in and grant me permission to behave like a deserving child, I feared the look I’d receive would confirm I was crazy—and what would become of me after that?
***
When it came to helping around the house, if my mother had expected
little of me, besides making my bed, dusting, and, occasionally, vacuuming, my father expected even less. Doing for me was his way of
loving and caring for me. Which he did generously, stocking the refrigerator and cupboards with a plethora of food, packing my lunch
(including Tastykakes, a luxury my mother had thought we couldn’t
afford), driving me wherever I needed to go, cooking dinner, and, I’m
ashamed to admit, even doing the dishes.
Still I would’ve benefitted from having to be responsible for more
than doing my homework, washing and ironing my clothes, and cleaning my room, responsibilities I’d given myself. Part of me wanted to
pitch in and help and, though I didn’t quite know how, convert the
house into a more orderly and appealing place. If my father had insisted we work together, I would have cooperated, fortified by his taking
an interest in me and relieved he was seeing to my development. I
might have even set down my rod, unburdened of the task of raising
myself.
Via teamwork, my father and I would have also become better acquainted, more relaxed with each other and, eventually, closer. Instead, he remained a mystery to me, and closeness with him the thing
I wished yet greatly feared. Maybe that explains why I sequestered
myself in my room. I felt unduly awkward around him, in his grief,
and sensed he felt the same around me in mine.
That winter, as my father and I were settling into a routine, my thirtyyear-old brother—whose wife had divorced him while he was serving
in the army—moved in with us after being discharged. Soon I found
myself feeling jealous and resentful of him. Like a new wife, he’d
spend hours on the weekend in the kitchen with my father, drinking
coffee, discussing politics, religion, and the insights of a mystic
named Edgar Cayce, often visiting the cemetery together. I began to
loathe my brother when, coming home from school, I’d open the door
to the sight of him, stretched out on the sofa, snoring—socks reeking,
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sad tunes blaring from his old stereo upstairs. After letting out a disgruntled sigh, I’d bite my tongue, head to the kitchen, and fix myself
a bowl of cereal. Then I’d take a bike ride or disappear to my room
until my father came home and called me for supper.
My brother could be long-winded and boisterous, like my father, but
he was also sensitive like me and even shyer. Moreover, he was an
astute observer and, one evening, knocked on my bedroom door, asking if he could come in for a chat. All I remember of this rare occurrence is that he used the word “scrupulous” to describe what he had
noticed about me. Although I appreciated that he cared, I felt exposed,
tempted to look away while he was speaking to me.
Like my father, my brother was something of a stranger to me, as well
as a man—a plundering one at that—who was now treading in the
vicinity of my defenses. If I so much as opened my mouth, there was
no telling what might tumble out, to what extent the knot in me might
unravel. Intrigued by his description, however, after he left, I looked
up “scrupulous” in the dictionary: “painstaking, careful about doing
what is honest and morally right.” I was floored, as if I’d seen my picture there. But as the words sank in, I found them oddly reassuring;
although the irony of the word “careful,” implying that my sense of
honesty and morality felt endangered, wasn’t entirely lost on me.
I began waking up in the middle of the night with an inexplicable urge
to clean the house. Since my father smoked a pipe and my brother
cigarettes, after tiptoeing downstairs, I’d empty the ashtrays before
washing them in the kitchen sink, just as my mother used to do. Like
a prowler afflicted with OCD, I’d wipe down the tables, littered with
ashes, and tidy the newspapers mixed in with my mother’s Reader’s
Digests and women’s magazines. Then, I’d scrub the kitchen floor—
some sort of linoleum that, due to poor quality or lack of wax, in its
refusal to come clean, had become the bane of my mother’s existence.
It never occurred to me, on my hands and knees cleaning rather than
praying, that aside from feeling guilty, I was angry, enraged actually—even murderously—with my father and brother for being best
friends, messing up the house, and leaving me, like Cinderella, to
clean up after them. Neither did I consider that I might be equally enraged with my mother for leaving me alone in a place like hell: the
company of men who were depressed, sloppy, and self-centered. My
despicable feelings, like stains on my soul, despite my scrupulousness, could not be removed.
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***
My now-imaginary mother—whom consciously I extolled (like Sister
Helen) as the Mother of God but unconsciously had transformed (like
Sister Maria) into a fireball-hurling, snippety witch—needn’t have
been envious. Having entered an ugly duckling phase, I wasn’t turning many heads. No witch in her right mind would have called me
“my pretty.” My straight hair had begun to wave, frizzing under my
bangs (which I needed, according to my mother, on account of the
widow’s peak she’d touted as a sign of intelligence), rendering them
useless in terms of framing and embellishing my face. My skin was
getting oily, a dusting of pimples cropping up on my forehead and
chin, and I rarely smiled. At home, when I wore a dress or curled my
hair, my father didn’t seem to notice.
Furthermore, as an unusually naive Catholic schoolgirl in the 1960s,
my idea of romantic love consisted of soft, pouty lip kissing and holding hands. Whatever else sex involved, aside from the mechanical act
of making a baby, such as passion and ecstasy (words I couldn’t comprehend), or an all-consuming encounter with the flesh of another only the sacrament of matrimony preserved as decent, was a secret my
body had kept from my mind.
Insofar as I was aware, my mother’s were the arms I longed to fall
into; the only shoulder I’d cry on would have been hers. She was
gone, however, and the gouge at the center of me, where my body had
abruptly been severed from hers, craved to be filled. I wanted to collapse, to pour myself out like a raging river into the sea, to dissolve
my bereft, aggrieved, and destructive self in a balm of consolation
and sweet relief. My yearning for her, which had begun to exceed the
bounds of my endurance, was all the more distressing because it coincided with my adolescence, when I was uncomfortable in my body
and with physical touch. To say that, in the timing of events, the fates
had outdone themselves in choosing poorly would be an understatement.
What I wished more than anything was to be a well-adjusted eighthgrade girl who didn’t hold herself accountable for every dust mote of
the human condition. Who saw herself in the mirror not as intrinsically flawed and, thus, unlovable—a girl who’d committed an unspeakable crime—but as simply an older and better version of the girl she’d
been the year before.
***
Neither Dorothy nor I were “safe or at rest” when our respective cyclones
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hit. In my waking dream, as opposed to Dorothy’s sleeping one, I was
aware, at first, of feeling shaky, a warm gooeyness in my crotch and
twinges in my abdomen. I leapt out of bed, horrified at the ruby-red
splotches blossoming across my sheets, the matching rivulets snaking
down the insides of my legs. After hobbling to the bathroom to clean
up the mess, wadding toilet paper into a makeshift pad, I put on my
uniform, went downstairs, and upon finding my father brewing coffee
in the kitchen, I burst into tears.
Whether I felt too old to admit or just couldn’t bear to say was that I
wanted my mother. That I was terrified of becoming a woman without
her, of being rent from the safety of my child’s body, the land the two
of us had inhabited together. I’d rather die and be with her than face
growing up, leaving her behind only to get old and sick and die myself.
I knew what menstruation was and that it was normal from the manual
my mother, without further ado, gave me to read the night before a
Girl Scout field trip. Upon seeing and feeling my own blood, however, issuing nonstop and painfully from inside my body, I thought I was
dying. The acquisition of her reproductive jewels—signified by the
costume rubies, sapphires, rhinestones, and pearls I’d snitched from
her dresser when she was sick, to be a gypsy fortune-teller—led me to
believe I’d vanquished her and that she, in turn, would vanquish me.
That morning in the kitchen, as I stood like a waif before my father,
despite how he pleaded with me to explain what was wrong, all I
could do was tremble and cry. Finally, he beckoned me to sit down,
dialed my sister, and handed me the phone.
“Did you get your period?” she asked when I took a hiatus from my
sobs and paused for a breath.
“Yes,” I said, before the crying started up again. She told me she was
on her way.
I waited in my room until she arrived, her two-year-old son in tow,
unpacked the parcel of feminine supplies, and gave me a tutorial in
how to use them. I remember nothing of the rest of the day. I didn’t
have a best friend to tell and wouldn’t have dreamed of confiding in
Sisters Maria or Helen. In those days, in Catholic grade school, we
had to raise our hands and request to use the lavatories not yet
equipped with Kotex dispensers. This meant I’d have had to carry
them with me in something conspicuous.
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I don’t remember the strategies I used, but the memory catches on
feeling unmoored, caught up in a whirlwind and spun into a universe
even more perilous and chaotic than the one I’d landed in when my
mother died. One where persecutory forces lurked at every turn and
the helpers of fairy tale failed to appear.
After my sister’s visit, when it came to my period, I was left to my
own rather primitive devices. Until the blood-red sand began to sift
through the hourglass, I was all too happy to forget about it. I still disliked approaching my father for money. Intuiting what I wanted it for,
he no longer barked or bit, though despite my relief, this embarrassed
me deeply. Armed with cash and the mother of invention, I’d ride my
bike to the corner store, even in inclement weather, and survey it
through the window or door, in hopes of spotting a woman behind the
counter. If lucky, I’d step inside. If not, I’d head to the drugstore, one
block down, and from there, if necessary, the 7-Eleven across the
street. If I struck out, I’d continue on to the grocer uptown, or to the
five-and-dime next door to it, exhausting every possibility within a
few miles of home.
Even with a female cashier, I’d have to force myself to make minimal
eye contact. But with no recourse other than settling for a male, particularly a younger one, this was a feat I found impossible. I’d gaze at
the ceiling or floor or feign studying the nearby shelves, as if considering making an additional purchase, one more respectable, such as a
box of detergent or a bag of cat food, regardless that we didn’t own a
cat, while he rang up the Kotex (which, to my horror, he had to touch)
along with the magazines and candy bars I’d piled on top.
When I got home, I’d peek in the front door before opening it all the
way. If my father or brother were in the living room, brown bag
tucked under my less visible arm, I’d slip inside, then quickly slither
up the stairs, holding my breath, abhorring every unblessed minute of
it. To avoid having to use the wastebasket in the only bathroom in the
house—a dead giveaway to my “unclean” state—I’d stuff the wrapped
-up pads in a grocery bag I’d stashed in one of my dresser drawers,
disposing of my dirtiness by sneaking out to the curb, early on trash
day, minutes after my father had set the trash cans out.

It’s unfortunate that my sister, who was nine years older than me, had
never taken me under her wing, even though for years we’d shared a
room. Had we had a more intimate relationship, she might have
schooled me in the art of mothering myself, something that, despite
having had a mother when she was thirteen, she, too, had to learn on
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her own. In our family, when it came to emotional supplies, there
were rarely enough to go around, and it had been every sibling for
him- or herself. As a young wife and mother of a hyperactive toddler,
my sister needed her mother almost as much as I needed mine. Every
one of us, including my father, had been traumatized by my mother’s
death; no one was available to tend to the other.
***
One Saturday spring morning in eighth grade, when I was about to
report for basketball tryouts, in my nervousness and excitement to
leave the house, I was overcome with an urge to pray the rosary. Unable to withstand the anxiety so as to reflect, to connect my wish to
participate in something as aggressive and competitive (or even as
fun) as playing a sport to some nameless, faceless danger that stopped
me cold, I surrendered to the urge to pray and, consequently, failed to
show up.
Could the threat have been that my mother (whom I hadn’t mourned,
meaning, in a sense, she was still alive) would be hiding in the gymnasium rafters, ready to pounce on me to steal back her jewels? That,
in my desperate need to win, someone on the court, possibly myself,
would be maimed or even killed? Or that my bold attempt to separate
from my mother, to “leave her behind,” as she’d done to me, would
destroy her forever and cost me her love?
Even now, I’m only partly aware of the many determinants of my post
-traumatic obsessional behavior, meanings ever subtly shifting and
shaping into aha moments that pronounce the problem finally solved.
Until their edges grow blurry all over again. However, my compulsion
to avoid each least thing that might disturb the sleeping giants of uncertainty and chaos preserved my sense of integrity just as it has while
writing this essay.
An example of the above: my inclination to nitpick every sentence on
this page, expecting it to read like that of a final draft before letting go
and moving onto the next. Fortunately, more often, I’ve been able to
resist that urge, leaving a word out here, an incomplete thought there,
trusting the beads fall from their strings while my mind takes its time
to work things out. Which might explain the flux of emotions I’ve experienced throughout this task, openings, after all, temptations feelings cannot resist. The overriding one: feeling and acting like a
crotchety witch, flying off my broomstick over minute setbacks and
miniscule frustrations. Or into a panic, jumping to the conclusion that
a belonging I’ve simply misplaced has been lost. Or feeling abandoned
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when someone who matters to me ignores me or even faintly looks
preoccupied.
Mostly I’ve yearned for my mother, as if her loss were recent, rather
than something that happened a lifetime ago. The more I’m willing to
own and accept the dark side of myself—that so unnerved me when I
was thirteen—and hold it together with the light: the good in myself
I’d also disowned, the more whole my image of my mother becomes.
She was neither a wicked witch nor the Mother of God but an ordinary human being. One I deeply loved and in whom I was, in many
ways, disappointed. Whose death, when I was in the throes of separating from her, flung our relationship into turmoil.
I see her more vividly now, her kind eyes and generous smile, her
playful teasing and laughter, much like Sister Helen’s but also like
mine, and I feel her presence more keenly as well. As I did when I
was a child, entertaining myself contentedly to the sound of her busy
about the house.

All of which makes me at least as sad as I’ve ever been angry, not just
because I lost her so young, but because I never had the chance to
know her, and that, to avoid the dreaded descent into grief, I’ve lived
most of my life at odds with and estranged from us both. I’ve missed
my father too, though not as painfully. Having known him better, I
remember him more clearly, how he rose to the occasion, as best he
could, to become the meat and potatoes of love.
***
Despite that I didn’t play basketball that year, my life improved. As
summer approached, marking the one-year anniversary of my mother’s death, I made a best friend—a girl, in my class all along, who I’d
somehow missed—whose family all but adopted me, and whose
friendship helped make high school a more welcoming place than
eighth grade had been.
Years later, after becoming a mother myself, I sought out good witches and wizards to help me work through the trauma of losing my
mother, as well as my father, who died when I was seventeen, and resumed my development. I’m still at it; little by little, morphing into
my own Glinda, granting myself permission to wear the shoes that, all
along, were rightfully mine. And I’m acquiring the mind, heart, and
courage to stay tight within them, feeling more worthy of my power
(like my powerful feelings, not nearly as dangerous as I’d feared) and
more at ease with the moxie necessary to be a woman. Less willing to
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be cowed by people, teachings, feelings, or thoughts that would have
me believe I lack the right and, therefore, must remain a Munchkin.
Growing up, after all, like the land that lies beyond the rainbow, isn’t
“a place you can get to by a boat or a train” but only in time. Better
sooner than later. And, fortunately, for late-blooming witches like me,
later is better than never at all.
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Donna Pucciani
Petunias in August
I've given up on the garden
at this point. Weeds flourish.
The day lilies have tossed
their yellow capes in a last
grand gesture. Slugs
have feasted on the hosta,
and the red sparks of geraniums
have flamed out
on embered stems.
Hope lives on only
in the petunias, sheltered
in their pots, their shredded
purples and wilted whites
ambling down the back steps
like drunken revelers.
In college philosophy
I learned there was no way,
to my great delight and wonder,
of proving that I exist,
and so it is with petunias,
and summer. Even survivors
are illusory.

When dusk swallows
the humming of gnats,
I watch for fireflies
and bats diving
through the pear trees,
and walk willingly into
the dark sky seeking
petunias in dreams.
They could be
the only real thing.
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Heron in the Park
I remember seeing you
years ago on a pond somewhere,
engaged in the silent ceremony
of thinking. With you I became
the last leaf on a trellis,
my final incarnation. How freeing
to flutter into the world, then drop
unnoticed, though every death
makes the world a lonelier place.
Now again, you measure the horizon
with lidless eyes. No stray emotions
collide inside you, only the stillness
of autumn nesting in the feathers
of your motionless wings. Noncommittal
visitor, our human affairs don't concern you.
You have never known war, or the rain
that comes today with unpaid bills,
or whether the children are sick or need shoes.
Later you will sail off into your life,
having mapped the morning with your eyes,
pumping the last air out of the sky. Or else
I will dip you in gold, an anti-Brancusi,
and set you on this pedestal
of bridge, in this pedestrian park
where persons stride purposefully by
and nobody knows you at all.
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Domenic J. Scopa
Stain
Let’s start with this coffee I just spilled,
stain spreading, steadfast as the walnut floorboards
that must still swell with moisture
in the room my family swarmed for dinner as a boy,
window shades filtering the adamant,
decaying sun of summer evenings.
I focus all attention on the earthy, robust smell,
that seems darker than the coffee,
and I refuse to recognize the way something dark,
and completely simple,
like this now half-cup of coffee, trembles,
then stills a second as I hold it,
and stare into it a long time,
until I am remembering that manhow heavy he was the morning
he dropped from the South Towerand that house where I watched him on the television,
ten years old, with a certain sense, bewildering
and paralyzing as the takeoff of a plane is to a toddler.
And despite a looking back
that said goodbye before I could say anything,
and his deep breath, his wave,
he still turned carefully away, forever,
scrutinized the skyline, face tilted upward
as if supported by the feeble sunrays
girdering through the smoke,
and stepped off.
Like light he desired darkness.
Sometimes, when I try to imagine myself as that man,
I feel released for seconds,
and if that release persists, terrified.
And to be honest, as a child, I was terrified of everything:
clowns, report cards, the filthy fingers of a family friend all over me.
But that other fear is different.
Even so, I thought I could forget that man
cascading through the chaos-determined, freeand whether or not his fall was soothing.
Bathed in the television’s tide of light, I sat,
a moth fixed to the flame of what it wanted,
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and watched as the camera trembled,
going out of focus…
Then came a reporter, sweat glistening her forehead
as she talked, calm as habit,
the microphone shaking in her hands.
And all the youth I felt,
whatever left me in my nervous laugh,
did not return in the deep breath I drew in,
slowly, a second later,
the first breath of a young man.
And who knows where that boy went,
too numb to speak about what he thought
was only someone’s cowardly surrender.
But maybe, after all, he’s here,
in this coffee stain on the carpetits shape not a body flattened on concrete,
but only the random result of gravity,
a blind design with a silence and force
that transforms everything.
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